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Abstract

A core issue that hampers development and use of language technology for under-

resourced and morphologically rich languages is data sparsity. In this work, we consider

unsupervised morphological analysis and lemmatization — two linguistically motivated

ways to combat problems with sparse data. The morphological analysis aims to represent

words in terms of the smallest meaningful units of language — morphemes (e.g., acid

+ify +ed), while lemmatization concerns individual relationships among words (e.g.,

walks, walking and walked all are different forms of the lexeme walk). In this thesis, we

focus on morphology learning in low-resource scenarios: we propose algorithms and

methods that learn unsupervised morphological analysis and lemmatization with higher

accuracy than the previous work while having affordable training data requirements.

Our unsupervised morphological analyzers have similar or better underlying morpheme

accuracy than three strong baselines while on average, inducing 12.8% more compact

representation of the data than the next best system. Our lemmatizers reduce the training

data requirements to raw character representations of wordforms in their immediate

context, yet yield improvements (especially on unseen and ambiguous words) over

systems that learn from complete morphologically annotated sentences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A core problem that arises in languages with rich morphology is data
sparsity. When a single lexical item can appear in many different word
forms, the probability of encountering any single word form decreases.

Cotterell et al. (2016a)

From a young age, humans seamlessly learn to make connections between the words

that show a systematic relationship in their form and meaning (i.e., words that are

morphologically related). That is, we recognize the inflectional relationships denoting

specific grammatical categories, e.g., walked, walking are the past and present continu-

ous tenses of the verb walk. Similarly, we are familiar with the derivational relationships

which create new words with derived meanings, e.g., acidify and basify derive from their

base words acid and base. This ability of ours allows us to predict plausible forms of

newly learned words without having to encounter each of them explicitly, e.g., betided

should testify to the existence of betiding although neither is likely to be encountered

outside a Scrabble game.

A word-based natural language processing (NLP) model represents each word with

a separate entry in its dictionary, thus having no means for modeling relationships of

morphologically related words. This means that when a model with no morphological

awareness encounters an utterance walk, it gains no information about the existence

of the other forms such as walked or walking. In fact, in such a model, these inflected

forms are treated as if they were entirely unrelated words which have to be observed

individually. All modern NLP models obtain their observations from large text corpora.

A finding from corpus linguistics, Zipf’s Law1, states that in any given corpora only few

words occur with high frequency (e.g., the, a, of) while most words are low frequency

(e.g., aadwark, betide). As a consequence, the majority of the observed words occur
1Zipf’s Law: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf’s_law

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

English Latvian

Singular Plural Singular Plural

NOMINATIVE: acid acids skābe skābes

GENITIVE: acid’s acids’ skābes skābiju

DATIVE: - - skābei skābēm

ACCUSATIVE: acid acids skābi skābes

INSTRUMENTAL: - - ar skābi ar skābēm

LOCATIVE: - - skābē skābēs

VOCATIVE: - - skābe! skābes!

Table 1.1: Example of English and Latvian case systems. Example noun: acid /skābe.

rarely and thus are modeled poorly, while the unseen forms are deemed to be out-of-

vocabulary (OOV) and are not modeled at all.

One obvious approach to combat the sparse data problem is to add more data. The

recent trend of increasingly large datasets has proven to be successful in addressing the

sparse data problem in some domains of NLP for some resource-rich languages with

a large speaker base. Although adding more data helps, it does not solve the problem

in principle as it increases the number of observations of all words proportionally. A

wordform that previously was seen only once is expected to occur twice if the size

of the data set is doubled. Similarly, the majority of observations in the new data

are due to previously already frequently observed words. In addition, most of the

world’s languages are low-resourced, meaning that acquiring more data is unfeasible for

reasons such as small speaker base, absence of financial investment, or lack of linguistic

expertise.

Increasing the amount of data is not an optimal solution to combat data sparsity even

for the languages where it is feasible. Such languages often are characterized by rich and

complex morphology. Table 1.1 gives an example of a morphologically impoverished

language (English) with formally three cases, and an example of a morphologically

rich language (Latvian) with a seven case system. In this example, a rich nominal

morphology means more cases which typically result in more possible wordforms. The

Latvian seven case system (including the plural forms) gives a rise to eight unique

wordforms (skābe, skābes, skābei, skābi, skābē, skābiju, skābēm, skābēs) while the

three English cases amount only to four forms (acid, acid’s, acids, acids’). As a result,

an NLP model that treats words holistically has twice as many wordforms to learn about
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for Latvian than it has for English. Therefore, any Latvian data is always more sparse

than its English equivalent, making additional data less effective to combat data sparsity.

There are, however, other, linguistically motivated, ways to combat data sparsity. In

this work, we consider unsupervised morphological analysis and lemmatization—two

core tasks of morphology learning that reduce the problem of sparse data. Morpho-

logical analysis aims to represent words in terms of the smallest meaningful units of

language—morphemes. So instead of viewing words holistically, e.g., acidified, they

are recognized to have parts with grammatical and semantic meaning, e.g.,acid +ify +ed.

Lemmatization, on the other hand, concerns individual relationships among words. For

example, in English, walk, walks, walking and walked is a group of different forms of

the lexeme WALK, which is represented by a dictionary form or lemma walk2.

This thesis concerns morphology learning in low-resource scenarios. We pro-
pose algorithms and methods that learn aspects of the underlying structure of
words with higher accuracy than the previous work while maintaining affordable
training data requirements. The methods and ideas in the thesis will contribute
to more efficient use of the available data for morphologically-rich and under-
resourced languages, thus improving the language technology where it has strug-
gled before.

1.1 Thesis Structure and Contributions

Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the field, by first introducing tasks of computa-

tional morphology and then covering approaches and problem formulations specific to

the tasks of unsupervised morphological analysis and lemmatization.

Chapter 3 covers our work on unsupervised morphology learning: "From Segmen-

tation to Analyses: a Probabilistic Model for Unsupervised Morphology Induction".

We argue that an important motivation for morphology learning is to reduce the sparse

data problem in under-resourced languages. The focus of most previous work on mor-

phology learning, however, is on surface form segmentation into constituent morphs:

stopped:stop+ped. A significant weakness of such an approach is that morphs are

merely the surface realizations of the underlying morphemes, which depending on the

morphophonological context exhibit variation in form. An example is the English past

tense which may surface as -ed (walked), -d (danced), -ted (emitted), -ped (skipped),

-bed (stabbed), -t (spent), which all regardless of the orthographic differences in form

2Which form is the lemma of the word is a matter of a lexicographic convention.
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share the same underlying function. We contend that while the shallow segmentation

into morphs can help, the many surface realizations of morphs make it suboptimal for

combating data sparsity as the best way to alleviate sparse data problem is to recognize

the shared linguistic function of morphs. We support our claims by presenting an unsu-

pervised log-linear model that learns to identify morphologically related words, their

affixes, and spelling transformations that relate them. It uses these to induce morpheme-

level analyses of each word. In tests on six languages, our system performs better than

two other systems when evaluated on a metric focusing on the underlying morpheme

accuracy and achieves similar results to commonly used surface segmentation system

while producing a more compact representation of the corpus—i.e. greater reduction in

sparsity.

In the remainder of Chapter 3, we discuss what we see as crucial shortcomings

of the conventional formulation of unsupervised morpheme segmentation. We point

out problems involved in designing a single unsupervised model that generalizes well

across many typologically diverse languages, and argue for morphology learning in

sentential context (as opposed to learning from lists of words).

In Chapter 4 we build on the points made in the Chapter 3 and further motivate a

change in the learning scenario with the results of SIGMORPHON 2016 shared task

on morphological reinflection where neural network based solutions won the shared

task by a considerable margin (Cotterell et al., 2016a). Therefore Chapter 4 covers our

work on supervised morphology learning: "Context Sensitive Neural Lemmatization

with Lematus". A frequent use case of lemmatizers is as a preprocessing step to reduce

data sparsity for some downstream application, thus high-accuracy yet resource-wise

affordable designs are a desideratum. We argue that in lemmatization, sentence context

is used to provide extra syntactic information to improve performance on unseen and

ambiguous words. Previous work, however, has not evaluated whether the use of

context helps in these cases. Quite the opposite—it has required additional sources of

information such as sentence-level annotated training data and/or word embeddings

to represent sentence context better. To test to what extent the use of context and the

additional resources is justifiable, we introduce Lematus, a lemmatizer based on a

standard encoder-decoder architecture, which incorporates fixed-size character-level

sentence context. We evaluate its lemmatization accuracy across 20 languages in both

a full data setting and a lower-resource setting with 10k training examples in each

language. In both settings, we show that including context significantly improves

results against a context-free version of the model. We also compare to three previous
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context-sensitive lemmatization systems, which all use pre-extracted edit trees as well

as hand-selected features and/or sentence level morphological annotations. Without

using any of these, our context-sensitive model outperforms the best competitor system

in the full-resource setting and performs on par in the lower-resource setting. Thus the

empirical results of this chapter serve as a proof of concept for context-sensitive, neural

character-level lemmatizer with permissive training data requirements.

Chapter 5 covers our work on lemmatization learning in a low-resource, semi-

supervised setting: "Training Data Augmentation for Context-Sensitive Neural Lemma-

tization Using Inflection Tables and Raw Text". We argue that while lemmatization aims

to reduce the sparse data problem (by relating the many inflected forms of a word to

its dictionary form), most context-sensitive approaches require full lemma-annotated

sentences for training. Such training data may be scarce or unavailable in low-resource

languages. Besides, we show that in a low-resource setting lemmatizers learn more

from n labeled examples of distinct words (types) than from n (contiguous) labeled

tokens, since the latter contain far fewer distinct types. We suggest that the best way

to learn lemmatization is when the efficiency of type-based learning is combined with

the benefits of context. To test our claim we propose a way to train a context-sensitive

lemmatizer with little or no labeled corpus data, using inflection tables from the Univer-

sal Morphology3 (UniMorph, Kirov et al. (2018)) project and raw text examples from

Wikipedia that provide sentence contexts for the unambiguous UniMorph examples.

We show that despite these examples being unambiguous, the model successfully gener-

alizes from them, leading to improved results (both overall, and especially on unseen

words) in comparison to a baseline that does not use context.

To summarize, the contributions of this thesis are:

1. We present our work on unsupervised morphology learning: "From Segmentation

to Analyses: a Probabilistic Model for Unsupervised Morphology Induction":

(a) We extend an existing unsupervised log-linear model that learns to identify

morphologically related words, their affixes, and spelling transformations

to abstract over spelling variations in morphs and induce morpheme-level

analyses of each word.

(b) We show that such analyses score higher on a metric focusing on the under-

lying morpheme accuracy while producing a more compact representation

3Universal Morphology Project: http://unimorph.org
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of the corpus.

2. We present our work on supervised morphology learning as "Context Sensitive

Neural Lemmatization with Lematus":

(a) We introduce Lematus—a lemmatizer based on a standard encoder-decoder

architecture, which incorporates fixed-size character-level sentence context.

(b) We show strong empirical results: our context-sensitive model yields statis-

tically significant gains over three strong baselines.

(c) We test to what extent the use of context is justifiable and show that sentence

context improves performance on unseen and ambiguous words.

(d) We show that given a good character-level model the use of additional

sources of information required by other models (e.g., sentence-level mor-

phological annotations of training data and/or word embeddings) is not

justifiable.

3. We present work on lemmatization learning in a low-resource, semi-supervised

setting as "Training Data Augmentation for Context-Sensitive Neural Lemmatiza-

tion Using Inflection Tables and Raw Text"

(a) We show that in a low-resource setting lemmatizers learn more from n

labeled examples of distinct words (types) than from n (contiguous) labeled

tokens.

(b) We propose a way to train a context-sensitive lemmatizer with little la-

beled corpus data, using unambiguous forms from inflection tables and

monolingual text.

(c) We show that despite these examples being unambiguous, the model suc-

cessfully generalizes from them, leading to improved results overall and on

unseen words.

The methods and ideas in the thesis improve two core tasks of morphology learning

commonly used as preprocessing steps to reduce data sparsity in other NLP applica-

tions. Therefore, this thesis contributes to more efficient use of the available data for

morphologically-rich and under-resourced languages.



Chapter 2

Background

Morphology is the study of the forms of words, which makes it a sub-field of

linguistics—the scientific study of language. This work, however, is written from

the perspective of natural language processing and not form the perspective of com-

putational linguistics. Therefore, this chapter first introduces morphology learning

as a selection of tasks with various goals and applications, and then focuses on two

of them—lemmatization and unsupervised morphological analysis. The list of tasks

described here, however, is not comprehensive as it contains only tasks that we have

considered as the most relevant for today’s state of affairs.

2.1 Tasks in Computational Morphology

The work on computational approaches to morphology can be grouped into morpho-

logical generation tasks and morphological analysis tasks. Most work on morphological

generation has focused on generation of inflected forms given a lemma and a set of

morphological tags describing the target form (see Table 2.1 Example 1) (Nicolai et al.,

2015; Cotterell et al., 2016a; Rastogi et al., 2016; Kann and Schütze, 2016; Cotterell

et al., 2017a; Bergmanis et al., 2017a; Cotterell et al., 2018; Makarov and Clematide,

2018a; Kementchedjhieva et al., 2018). There also has been work on inflection genera-

tion in sentence context, where the sentence serves the role of the target morphological

tags. Thus the task takes the form of a cloze task (Taylor, 1953) where one has to

generate an appropriate form for a given lemma and a sentence context (see Table 2.1

Example 2) (Cotterell et al., 2018; Acs, 2018; Kementchedjhieva et al., 2018; Kann

et al., 2018; Makarov and Clematide, 2018c; Vylomova et al., 2019). Similarly, there

has been work on the generation of morphologically derived forms (see Table 2.1 Ex-

7
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No. Input Output Task

1 fall; V;V.PTCP;PST fell
morphological generation

of inflected forms

2 The cat are purring. cats
contextual morphological

generation of inflected forms

3 The film was a disastrous fail. failure
contextual morphological

generation of derived forms

4

fall;V;V.PTCP;PRS falling

fall;V;PST fell

fall;V;V.PTCP;PST fallen

fall;V;SG;PRS ___

falls
morphological paradigm

cell completion

Table 2.1: Examples of morphological generation tasks. Bold denotes the word being

considered.

ample 3) (Cotterell et al., 2017b; Vylomova et al., 2017). Unlike in the generation of

inflected forms of a word, where the result is merely a different grammatical category

of the same word, the generation of derived forms results in a new word with a different

meaning than the word it was derived from. The two branches of morphology thus are

called inflectional and derivational morphology, respectively. A related task to the task

of inflection generation is the paradigm completion (Durrett and DeNero, 2013; Kann

et al., 2017; Kann and Schütze, 2017), where given a partly filled inflectional paradigm

the task is to fill in the remaining paradigm slots (see Table 2.1 Example 4).

The other group are the tasks of morphological analysis, which are the primary focus

of this work, aim to generate some level of a morphological description of wordforms

(see Table 2.2). The most basic of the tasks is the surface form segmentation, in which

the goal is to find morph boundaries in a given surface form (see Table 2.2 Example 1)

(Andreev, 1959; Hafer and Weiss, 1974; Goldsmith, 2006; Creutz and Lagus, 2005;

Virpioja et al., 2013; Smit et al., 2014; Narasimhan et al., 2015). A similar task to the

surface form segmentation in morphs is morpheme segmentation (Creutz et al., 2004)

also referred to as unsupervised morphological analysis (Goldwater and Johnson, 2004;

Naradowsky and Goldwater, 2009; Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2017) and canonical

segmentation1 (Cotterell et al., 2016b; Kann et al., 2016). Regardless of the many

1Here morpheme segmentation and morphological analysis are commonly understood as unsupervised
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No. Input Output Task

1 acidified acid +ifi +ed
surface form

segmentation in morphs

2 acidified acid +ify +ed

morpheme segmentation

unsup. morphological analysis

canonical segmentation

3 walk
walk;N;Nom;SG

walk;V;SG;PRS

morphological analysis

(see comments in text)

4
This is an

[walk;Noun;

walk;V;SG;PRS].

walk;N;Nom;SG morphological disambiguation

5 This is a walk. walk;N;Nom;SG morphological tagging

6 walking walk
lemmatization of isolated

inflected forms

7
He was walking down the road.

Walking is a nice pastime.

walk

walking

lemmatization of inflected

forms in context

Table 2.2: Examples of morphological analysis tasks. Bold denotes the word being

considered.
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names2, the task aims to discover the underlying morphemes of words (see Table 2.2

Example 2). These methods are often used as a preprocessing step to reduce sparse

data problem in a downstream application. Some example applications are automatic

speech recognition (Afify et al., 2006; Creutz et al., 2007; El-Desoky Mousa et al.,

2013; Kurimo et al., 2015), machine translation (Botha and Blunsom, 2014; Pinnis et al.,

2017) and language modelling (El-Desoky Mousa et al., 2013; Botha and Blunsom,

2014).

Unlike surface form segmentations morpheme segmentations abstract away the ef-

fects of spelling rules or phonetics. Morphs denoting the English past tense -ed (walked),

-d (danced), -ted (emitted), -ped (skipped), -bed (stabbed), -t (spent), for example, are

represented with the same label (e.g., -ed). Thus their outputs typically contain analyses

that are of a higher level of abstraction than the word surface segmentation in morphs,

yet do not meet the standards of morphological analysis that would be expected from a

trained human annotator.

There are, however, another type morphological analyzers, such as handcrafted

finite-state transducers with built-in linguistic knowledge (Zinkevičius et al., 2005;

Lindén et al., 2009; Deksne, 2013) that output all possible analyses of a given word

(see Table 2.2 Example 3). As the task of an analyzer is to provide all the possible

interpretations of a given wordform, sentential context is disregarded as the wordform

alone provide all the necessary information. The task of morphological disambiguation

uses the outputs of morphological analysis to decide upon the most appropriate analysis

for a given sentential context (see Table 2.2 Example 4) (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2002;

Habash and Rambow, 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Pinnis and Goba, 2011; Zalmout and

Habash, 2017). An identical task in its outputs, but very different from morphological

disambiguation in its inputs is morphological tagging (see Table 2.2 Example 5) (Hajic

and Hladká, 1998; Hajič, 2000; Chrupała et al., 2008; Toutanova and Cherry, 2009;

tasks, while canonical segmentation has mostly been applied when the segments are learned in a
supervised fashion.

2It appears that the confusion about what "morpheme segmentation" is and what it is not has been
around for about 15 years if not more. Creutz et al. (2004) present a gold standard for morpheme
segmentation and distinguish surface segmentation in morphs from the segmentation in the underlying
morphemes. Nevertheless, Creutz and Lagus (2005) present Morfessor and refer to its outputs as
the morpheme segmentation of words while presenting examples testifying the opposite: automated:
automate + d (see page 6 of Creutz and Lagus (2005)). Work that compared against Morfessor either
perpetuated the misuse of terminology or in order to contrast the shallow and the deep segmentations
introduced a different terminology. Independently, Goldwater and Johnson (2004) refer to a draft of
Goldsmith (2006); both papers use "morphological analysis" to refer to segmentation that is not shallow,
thus other work follow and use their terminology (Naradowsky and Goldwater, 2009; Bergmanis and
Goldwater, 2017)
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Mueller et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2015; Kondratyuk et al., 2018). The input of

a morphological tagger is the sentence to be analyzed. Unlike the morphological

disambiguators morphological tagger do not rely on the outputs of a morphological

analyzer.

Part of the output of morphological analyzers, disambiguators and taggers is the

dictionary form, lemma, of the word. In taggers lemmas are often predicted either

jointly with or in a two step process after predictions of morphological attributes of a

given wordform are made (Erjavec and Džeroski, 2004; Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller

et al., 2015; Straka et al., 2016; Malaviya et al., 2019). There is, however, other work

that focuses solely on lemmatization of inflected forms either in isolation or in sentence

context (see Table 2.2 Examples 6 and 7) (Chrupała, 2006; Nicolai and Kondrak, 2016;

Rastogi et al., 2016; Chakrabarty et al., 2017; Kirefu, 2018; Watson, 2018; Makarov and

Clematide, 2018a; Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2018, 2019). Similarly to morphological

segmentation and analysis, lemmatization is an example of supervised methods being

used as as a preprocessing step to improve such downstream applications as machine

translation (Goldwater and McClosky, 2005; Koehn and Hoang, 2007; Chahuneau et al.,

2013; Bergmanis, 2015; Sennrich and Haddow, 2016; Pinnis et al., 2018), information

retrieval (Kanis and Skorkovská, 2010; Zeroual and Lakhouaja, 2017) as well as used

as a pre-processing step in the analysis of historical texts (Piotrowski, 2012; Dereza,

2018; Manjavacas et al., 2019), topic modeling (Jacobi et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2018)

and sentiment analysis (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014; Javed and Kamal, 2018; Arora and

Kansal, 2019).

To sum up, in NLP tasks of morphology learning group in tasks of morphological

generation and tasks of morphological analysis. The primary focus of this thesis is

on the latter. More specifically, we explore the tasks of unsupervised morphological

analysis (Chapter 3) and lemmatization (Chapters 4 and 5) due to their capacity to

lessen the sparse data problem.

2.2 Approaches to Computational Morphology

The work on computational approaches to the morphology of human languages

can be divided into methods that learn from data, and systems that are hand-crafted

by human experts. Hand-crafted tools, such as morphological analyzers (Zinkevičius

et al., 2005; Lindén et al., 2009; Deksne, 2013) and inflection generators (Crane, 1991;
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Dhonnchadha et al., 2003), are most often implemented as a set of rules in the form

of finite-state transducers. Such systems are computationally efficient and produce

outputs on par with the human experts who created them. Creating them, however,

can be slow and expensive, as it requires manual labour of linguistic experts. In

contrast, once developed the data-driven methods can be applied to any language that

has the type of the required data available, while the hand-crafted systems have to be

manually created for each language separately. Furthermore, in the absence of locally

available linguistic experts, creating hand-crafted systems is impossible. If labelled

data is available (provided by linguistic experts), data-driven solutions can provide a

reasonable alternative. For the low-resource languages with a complete absence of

linguistic experts, data-driven solutions that learn from unlabelled data are the only

viable option. In this work, we explore morphology learning from both the labelled and

unlabeled data.

Data-driven methods divide into supervised and unsupervised learners.3 In simple

terms, for a given task, supervised learners have the benefit of having a ground truth

for a set of training examples. An example is morphological tagging, where training

data contains sentences of a natural language paired with human-curated morpholog-

ical annotations. Unsupervised learners, on the other hand, have to infer the natural

structure evident within a set of data points. An example is unsupervised morpheme

segmentation/analysis, where training data contains only a list of unlabeled words of a

natural language.

Although learning without labeled examples is more complicated than learning

with them, unsupervised methods have their own merits. As mentioned earlier unsu-

pervised methods for learning morphological segmentation and/or analysis are often

used as a preprocessing step to reduce sparse data problem in a downstream application.

Alleviating problems with sparse data in an unsupervised fashion is crucial for the

low-resourced languages. Due to resource scarcity supervised methods are inapplicable

for most of the world’s languages as annotated training data often is unavailable or

costly to obtain. However, when annotated data for supervised learning of morphology

is available, supervised learners provide more accurate predictions, which can be benefi-

cial for downstream applications. An example is the SIGMORPHON 2016 shared task

on morphological reinflection (Cotterell et al., 2016a), where supervised methods and

3There are methods that in the spectrum of supervision class as semi-supervised. Some examples
related to morphology leaning are multi-task learning and/or cross-lingual transfer learning for paradigm
completion (Jin and Kann, 2017), morphological analysis and tagging (Cotterell and Heigold, 2017;
Zampieri et al., 2019) and morphological inflection (Bergmanis et al., 2017b; McCarthy et al., 2019).
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especially artificial neural networks showed excellent results in learning morphological

reinflection for a set of typologically diverse languages: Arabic, Finnish, Georgian,

German, Hungarian, Maltese, Navajo, Russian, Spanish, Turkish. A prime example of

the effectiveness of the artificial neural networks and supervised methods in general

is the winning system by Kann and Schütze (2016), which obtained an average exact

match accuracy of 96% accross the 10 languages.

The strength of the supervised methods of morphology learning lies in the fact that

supervised systems have to learn correct mappings between the inputs and outputs as

defined in data, which, hopefully, is prepared by a human linguistics expert. Thus, in

practice, the task of an NLP researcher is to stand on the shoulders of machine learning

research and pick an appropriate statistical approximator for a given task. Thus, while

linguistic expertise is still crucial for making competent modelling assumptions, the

lack of it results in lower overall accuracy but is less likely to leave some linguistic

phenomena being entirely unaccounted for4. Contrarily, in unsupervised learning of

morphology, NLP researcher defines both the model and the learning outcomes. That

is, the researchers who develop unsupervised learners of morphology are required to

have the linguistic expertise to motivate their choices and restrict their models not only

by the theory of machine learning but also by the linguistic theory of morphology. In

practice, however, the learning outcomes of unsupervised learners of morphology are

based on and therefore biased by the few languages researchers know to the most.

Case in point, the vast majority of about 200 instances of unsupervised learning of

morphology research surveyed by Hammarström and Borin (2011) focuses on learning

word segmentation models that operate under purely concatenative assumptions. Regard-

less of the strong bias towards purely concatenative morphology, researchers evaluate

their models on languages that exhibit non-concatenative morphological processes. The

survey concludes with a suggestion that:

[..] if unsupervised learning of morphology is to become a serious
alternative to [..] manually built computational morphology systems for a
wide and diverse range of languages, [..] we need to see more interaction be-
tween the present approaches to unsupervised learning of morphology with
the computational techniques and mathematical modelling tools they can
bring to bear on the problem on the one hand, and typologically informed
linguistic research on morphology founded on a vast store of knowledge
and methodology refined over two millennia on the other.

In other words, the authors fear that the general trend of downplaying the linguistic

4As long as it is reflected in and is learnable from training data.
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knowledge in the unsupervised morphology learning research community might lead to

ineffectiveness in its research outcomes and eventually to disillusionment in the field as

such. The closing words of the survey article on ULM by Can and Manandhar (2014)

share the sentiment:

Despite the use of current machine learning algorithms, morphological
segmentation and more generally unsupervised morphological analysis
remain a challenging unsolved problem. Future research could address
non-concatenative morphology, stem alternation, morpheme clustering, and
morphological transformation rule induction.

Our experience with the unsupervised methods discussed further in Chapter 3 still

shows that the unsupervised methods for morphology learning often do not generalize

well beyond the types of languages (or even language-specific phenomena) they were

designed for. Word surface segmentation models such as Morfessor (Smit et al., 2014),

for example, assume a strictly concatenative formation of words. Therefore Morfessor

is at best suitable for surface segmentation of agglutinative languages such as Finnish

and Turkish. Nevertheless, surface segmentation alone fails to establish connections be-

tween different realizations of morphs that these languages, because of vowel harmony.

Various phenomena of word-formation in fusional languages, however, do not follow

these modelling assumptions as they are not realized as a concatenation of strings but via

modification of the root morpheme of the word. An example is the consonant mutation

in Latvian nouns and verbs, which gives rise to surface segmentations that are as sparse

as the unsegmented words. For instance, in the accusative case the root morpheme of the

noun vācietis ("the German") undergoes a consonant mutation t→š thus being the only

case where the root is vācieš instead of vāciet. From the perspective of linguistic theory

of morphology, Morfessor’s surface form segmentation of vācieša consists of a morph

vācieš – a surface realisation of the underlying morpheme vāciet. From the perspective

of data sparsity, the shared underlying function of the root morpheme is concealed by

variations in its form. As a consequence, the resulting segmentation of vācieš +a is as

sparse as the original form as it has no segment in common with segmentations of the

other forms of the same word.

2.3 The Importance of Morphosyntactic Context

Typically morphological learners extract features either from isolated wordforms or

from words in their sentence contexts. For the unsupervised learners that learn from
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isolated wordforms training data typically is presented as lists of words paired with their

corpora frequency counts (Kurimo et al., 2010). Features extracted from such training

data are features capturing orthographic regularities: letter successor entropy statistics

(Hafer and Weiss, 1974), trie structures (Schone and Jurafsky, 2001), word formation

strategies (Neuvel and Fulop, 2002) as well as statistics derived from word frequency

information. Learning from lists of words, however, have fundamental limitations.

Words of natural language exhibit various types of ambiguity which can not be

resolved when considering the wordforms alone. An example from Latvian is the

wordform cel,u which depending on the morphosyntactic context can be either the first

person singular present form of the verb “celt” ("to lift") or the plural genitive case of

nouns "celis" ("knee") and “cel,š” ("road"). The choice between the two possible nouns

is an example of lexical ambiguity, but "cel,u" as a form of the noun “cel,š” ("road") is an

example of another type of ambiguity, form syncretism, as it can be either the accusative

singular, instrumental singular or the genitive plural case of the same word. To resolve

either type of ambiguity morphology, learners require access to the morphosyntactic

context of a wordform.

Unfortunately, the bulk of work on unsupervised and semisupervised morphology

learning does not use sentence context information at all (Hammarström and Borin,

2011; Ruokolainen et al., 2016; Rastogi et al., 2016). Some work incorporates word

distributional similarity measures in the form of word embeddings trained on large

text corpora (Schone and Jurafsky, 2000, 2001; Baroni et al., 2002; Narasimhan et al.,

2015; Soricut and Och, 2015; Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2017), however, use of word

embeddings for morphology learning has been limited to the embeddings that collapse

all word senses into one context-independent representation for each word type (Mikolov

et al., 2013a, 2018). Morphology learning using words in their sentence context and the

use of context-dependent token embeddings (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) are

likely future developments needed to address the ambiguity of the natural language and

provide multiple analyses or segmentations per wordform.

Increasingly often, features are extracted by supervised artificial neural networks

providing little insight about the nature of extracted features. Regardless of their feature

extraction capacity, neural lemmatizers (Rastogi et al., 2016; Makarov and Clematide,

2018b,a) are often trained on datasets as used by earlier work which focused on solv-

ing lemmatization in a simplified setting without considering wordform ambiguity

(Wicentowski, 2002; Dreyer et al., 2008). Besides the inability to disambiguate the

lexically ambiguous cases such lemmatizers are weaker at lemmatizing unseen words
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that have ambiguous affixes as we will show in Chapters 4 and 5. In the example above

Latvian word cel,u was ambiguous because the affix -u is part of both the verbal and the

nominal morphology. A lemmatizer encountering another isolated wordform that ends

with -u has no means for deciding if it should be lemmatized as a verb or as a noun.

Thus, lemmatizers that do not use context are less accurate at lemmatizing previously

unseen unambiguous words that end with ambiguous affixes. Although approaches to

lemmatization that are devoid of morphosyntactic information provided by sentence

context, in a general case, are unlikely to yield better results than those using sentence

context, such models have proven to be competitive in low resource settings where

learning from context is difficult due to sparse data.

Summary

To sum up, NLP tasks related to morphology learning divide into tasks of mor-

phological generation and morphological analysis. This thesis is concerned with two

analysis tasks that help to overcome problems with sparse data: unsupervised morpho-

logical analysis and lemmatization. Due to the usefulness of unsupervised learners in

scenarios where no annotated data is available, Chapter 3 considers morphology learning

in an unsupervised setting. However, due to the difficulty with defining unsupervised

models that would generalize well beyond the languages they were designed for and

the success of artificial neural networks in many areas of NLP, in Chapters 4 and 5, we

continue with supervised learning using artificial neural networks. Although, Chapter 3

approaches morphology learning by considering words in isolation, Chapters 4 and

5 recognise the importance of morphosyntactic context in morphology learning and

considers wordforms in their sentence context.



Chapter 3

From Segmentation to Analyses: A

Probabilistic Model for Unsupervised

Morphology Induction

3.1 Introduction to the Paper

This chapter concerns a core task of morphology learning known as unsupervised

morphological segmentation, in which words are segmented in morphs – the surface

realisations of morphemes (e.g., danced: dance+d). More specifically, we present our

work towards unsupervised morphological analysis learning which abstract over spelling

differences in functionally similar morphs. An example is the English past tense and its

many surface realizations -ed (walked), -d (danced), -ted (emitted), -ped (skipped), -bed

(stabbed), -t (spent), which all regardless of the orthographic differences in form share

the same underlying function and thus should be assigned the same label (e.g. +PAST).

Our work, however, comes short to meet the standards of full-fledged morphological

analysers, such as handcrafted finite-state transducers with built-in linguistic knowledge

(Zinkevičius et al., 2005; Lindén et al., 2009; Deksne, 2013), because morphological

analyzers provide all valid analysis of the a word (e.g. walk: walk_N, walk_V), while

our work does not (see Sections 2.3 for more discussion). Nonetheless, our work is

comparable to work on morpheme segmentation (Creutz et al., 2004), in which learners

similarly to our work aim to abstract over the orthographic variation in morphs and

output the underlying morphemes instead (e.g., mysterious: mystery +ous as opposed

to surface segmentation in morphs mysteri +ous).

The main difference between our work and the previous work on morpheme seg-

17
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mentation is that it focused on supervised learning (Cotterell et al., 2016b; Kann et al.,

2016; Ruzsics and Samardzic, 2017) while we approach morphology learning in an

unsupervised setting. Another notable difference between our work and the previous

work is that segmentation standards in the work of Creutz et al. (2004) and Cotterell

et al. (2016b) aim to be linguistically sound as they are derived from such resources as

CELEX (Baayen et al., 1993) and DErivBase (Zeller et al., 2013), while our outputs are

motivated by reduction of data sparsity. Example of differences in otherwise similar

segmentations are the analyses of barefooted for which our output is bare foot +ed

while the output of Cotterell et al. (2016b) is barefooted. Similarly, datasets of Creutz

et al. (2004) dictate the morpheme segmentation of bacteriologist to be bacterium +ol-

ogy +ist, while for us the more frequent plural version of the word would suffice

bacteria +ology +ist just as well.
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Abstract

A major motivation for unsupervised mor-
phological analysis is to reduce the sparse
data problem in under-resourced languages.
Most previous work focuses on segmenting
surface forms into their constituent morphs
(e.g., taking: tak +ing), but surface form
segmentation does not solve the sparse data
problem as the analyses of take and taking
are not connected to each other. We extend
the MorphoChains system (Narasimhan et
al., 2015) to provide morphological anal-
yses that can abstract over spelling dif-
ferences in functionally similar morphs.
These analyses are not required to use all
the orthographic material of a word (stop-
ping: stop +ing), nor are they limited to
only that material (acidified: acid +ify
+ed). On average across six typologically
varied languages our system has a similar
or better F-score on EMMA (a measure of
underlying morpheme accuracy) than three
strong baselines; moreover, the total num-
ber of distinct morphemes identified by our
system is on average 12.8% lower than for
Morfessor (Virpioja et al., 2013), a state-
of-the-art surface segmentation system.

1 Introduction

Most previous work on unsupervised morphologi-
cal analysis has focused on the problem of segmen-
tation: segmenting surface forms into their con-
stituent morphs (Goldsmith, 2001; Creutz and La-
gus, 2007; Poon et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011; Virpi-
oja et al., 2013; Sirts and Goldwater, 2013). How-
ever, the focus on surface segmentation is largely
due to ease of model definition and implementa-
tion rather than linguistic correctness. Even in lan-
guages with primarily concatenative morphology,
spelling (or phonological) changes often occur at

morpheme boundaries, so that a single morpheme
may have multiple surface forms. For example, the
past tense in English may surface as -ed (walked),
-d (baked), -ted (emitted), -ped (skipped), etc.

A major motivation for unsupervised morpholog-
ical analysis is to reduce the sparse data problem in
under-resourced languages. While surface segmen-
tation can help, the example above illustrates its
limitations: for more effective parameter sharing, a
system should recognize that -ed, -d, -ted, and -ped
share the same linguistic function. The importance
of identifying underlying morphemes rather than
surface morphs is widely recognized, for example
by the MorphoChallenge organizers, who in later
years provided datasets and evaluation measures to
encourage this deeper level of analysis (Kurimo et
al., 2010). Nevertheless, only a few systems have
attempted this task (Goldwater and Johnson, 2004;
Naradowsky and Goldwater, 2009), and as far as
we know, only one, the rule-based MORSEL (Lig-
nos et al., 2009; Lignos, 2010), has come close to
the level of performance achieved by segmentation
systems such as Morfessor (Virpioja et al., 2013).

We present a system that adapts the unsupervised
MorphoChains segmentation system (Narasimhan
et al., 2015) to provide morphological analyses that
aim to abstract over spelling differences in func-
tionally similar morphemes. Like MorphoChains,
our system uses an unsupervised log-linear model
whose parameters are learned using contrastive esti-
mation (Smith and Eisner, 2005). The original Mor-
phoChains system learns to identify child-parent
pairs of morphologically related words, where the
child (e.g., stopping) is formed from the parent
(stop) by adding an affix and possibly a spelling
transformation (both represented as features in the
model). However, these spelling transformations
are never used to output underlying morphemes,
instead the system just returns a segmentation by
post-processing the inferred child-parent pairs.

We extend the MorphoChains system in sev-



eral ways: first, we use the spelling transforma-
tion features to output underlying morphemes for
each word rather than a segmentation; second, we
broaden the types of morphological changes that
can be identified to include compounds; and third,
we modify the set of features used in the log-linear
model to improve the overall performance. We eval-
uate using EMMA (Spiegler and Monson, 2010), a
measure that focuses on the identity rather than the
spelling of morphemes. On average across six typo-
logically varied languages (English, German, Turk-
ish, Finnish, Estonian, Arabic), our system outper-
forms both the original MorphoChains system and
the MORSEL system, and performs similarly to
the surface segmentation system Morfessor. These
results are (to our knowledge) the best to date from
a system for identifying underlying morphemes;
moreover, the total number of distinct morphemes
identified by our system is on average 12.8% lower
than for Morfessor, suggesting that it does a bet-
ter job of abstracting over surface spellings and
inducing a compact representation of the data.

2 Morphological Chains and Analyses

We base our work on the MorphoChains segmen-
tation system (Narasimhan et al., 2015),1 which
defines a morphological chain as a sequence of
child-parent pairs. Each pair consists of two mor-
phologically related words where the child must be
longer than the parent. To analyse a word we want
to find the best parent for that word; we do so recur-
sively until we conclude that the stop condition is
met (i.e. a word doesn’t have a morphological par-
ent). The word standardizes, for example, produces
the following chain:

standardizes→ standardize→ standard

which consists of the child-parent pairs (standard-
izes, standardize), (standardize, standard) and
(standard, NONE). Each child-parent pair is an-
notated with a type indicating the kind of trans-
formation that relates the child-parent pair. The
set of transformations defined by MorphoChains
is: suffixation as in (dogs, dog), prefixation as in
(undone, done), deletion as in (baked, bake)2, rep-
etition as in (stopped, stop), and modification as in

1We modified the implementation available at https:
//github.com/karthikncode/MorphoChain.

2The system could in principle learn that bake is the parent
of baked with type suffix, which would imply the analysis bake
+d. However, we hope it learns instead the type delete, which
implies the (correct) analysis bake +ed. Similar alternative
analyses are possible for the other example types shown.

Word MorphoChains Our Model
stopping stopp +ing stop +ing
doubled double +d double +ed
acidified acid +ifi +ed acid +ify +ed

Table 1: Examples outputs of two models.

(worried, worry). We add a sixth type, compound-
ing as in (darkroom, room). The delete, repeat, and
modify types all assume the change occurs to the
final character of the stem, while compounding can
simply concatenate the two stems, or can introduce
an extra character (as in higher-rate or German
schilddruese +n+ krebs (‘thyroid cancer’).

Any word (undone) has many possible parents,
some linguistically plausible (undo, done) and
others not (und, ndone). Our system, like Mor-
phoChains, learns a log-linear model to discrimi-
nate plausible from implausible parents amongst
the complete parent candidate set for each word.
The candidate set is generated by taking all possible
splits of the word and applying all possible transfor-
mation types. For example, some parent candidates
for the word dogs include (dog, suffix), (do, suffix),
(gs, prefix), (doga, delete), (dogb, delete), (doe,
delete), and (doe, modify). The last two imply
analyses of doe +gs and doe +s, respectively.

The examples above indicate how analyses can
be induced recursively by tracking the transfor-
mation type and orthographic change associated
with each parent-child pair. However, the original
MorphoChains algorithm did not do so, instead
it only used the transformation types to predict
morph boundaries. Table 1 contrasts the word seg-
mentation into morphs produced by the original
MorphoChains model and the morpheme analysis
produced by our model. Table 2 provides additional
examples of our recursive analysis process.

2.1 Model
We predict child-parent pairs using a log-linear
model, following Narasimhan et al. (2015). The
model consists of a set of features represented by a
feature vector φ :W ×Z → Rd, whereW is a set
of words and Z is the set of (parent, type) pairs
for words inW . The model defines the conditional
probability of a particular (parent, type) pair z ∈
Z given word w ∈ W as:

P (z|w) = eθ·φ(w,z)∑
z′∈C(w) e

θ·φ(w,z′) , z ∈ C(w) (1)



Step Word Child-Parent Pair Type Change Analysis
1 acidified (acidified, acidify) modify add +ed +ed
2 (acidify, acid) suffix add +ify +ify +ed
3 (acid, NONE) stop add acid acid +ify +ed
1 doubled (doubled, double) delete add +ed +ed
2 (double, NONE) stop add double double +ed
1 higher-rate (higher-rate, rate) compound keep higher
2 (rate, NONE) stop add rate rate
3 (higher, high) suffix add +er +er rate
4 (high, NONE) stop add high high +er rate

Table 2: Examples of step-by-step derivations of morphological analysis of English words.

where C(w) ⊂ Z denotes the set of parent candi-
dates for w and θ is a weight vector.

Our goal is to learn the feature weights in an
unsupervised fashion. Following Narasimhan et al.
(2015), we do so using Contrastive Estimation (CE)
(Smith and Eisner, 2005). In CE every training ex-
ample w ∈ W serves as both a positive example
and a set of implied negative examples—strings
that are similar to w but don’t occur in the corpus.
The negative examples are the source of the proba-
bility mass allocated to the positive examples. The
word w and its negative examples constitute the
neighbourhood N (w) of w.

Given the list of wordsW and their neighbour-
hoods, the CE likelihood is defined as:

LCE(θ,W) =

∏

w∗∈W

∑
z∈C(w∗) e

θ·φ(w∗,z)
∑

w∈N(w∗)
∑

z∈C(w) e
θ·φ(w,z) . (2)

We use the same neighbourhood functions as
Narasimhan et al. (2015). Specifically, for each
word w in the corpusW , we create neighbours in
two ways: by swapping two adjacent characters of
w (walking→walkign) and by swapping two pairs
of adjacent characters, where one pair is at the be-
ginning of the word, and the other at the end of the
word (walking→awlkign).

We use LBFGS-B (Zhu et al., 1997) to optimize
the regularized log-likelihood of the model:

LLCE(θ,W) =
∑

w∗∈W


log

∑

z∈C(w∗)

eθ·φ(w
∗,z)

−log
∑

w∈N(w∗)

∑

z∈C(w)

eθ·φ(w,z)


− λ‖θ‖2 (3)

2.2 Features
MorphoChains used a rich set of features from
which we have kept some, discarded others and
added new ones to improve overall performance.
This section describes our set of features, with ex-
amples shown in Table 3.

Presence in Training Data We want fea-
tures that signal which parents are valid words.
Narasimhan et al. (2015) used each word’s log fre-
quency. However the majority of words in the train-
ing data (word frequency lists) occur only once,
which makes their frequency information unreli-
able.3 Instead, we use an out-of-vocabulary feature
(OOV) for parents that don’t occur in the training
data.

Semantic Similarity Morphologically related
words exhibit semantic similarity among their word
embeddings (Schone and Jurafsky, 2000; Baroni et
al., 2002). Semantic similarity was an important
feature in MorphoChains: Narasimhan et al. (2015)
concluded that up to 25 percent of their model’s
precision was due to the semantic similarity fea-
ture. We use the same feature here (COS). For a
child-parent pair (wA, wB) with word embeddings
vwA and vwB respectively we compute semantic
similarity as:

cos(wA, wB) =
vwA · vwB

‖vwA‖‖vwB‖
(4)

Affixes Candidate pairs where the child contains
a frequently occurring affix are more likely to be
correct. To identify possible affixes to use as fea-
tures, Narasimhan et al. (2015) counted the number
of words that end (or start) with each substring

3The prevalence of singleton word types in the Mor-
phoChallange 2010 training data for English, German, Turkish
ranges from 50.73 to 58.76 %.



No Child Parent Candid. Active Features
1 dog (og, prefix) OOV, PREF=d
2 decided (decide,delete) DELETED=e, SUF=ed, SUFLIST

3 decided (decids, delete) OOV, DELETED=s, SUF=ed, SUFLIST

4 stopped (stop, repeat) REPEATED=p, RENV2=op, RENV1=o, SUF=ed, SUFLIST

5 worried (worry, suffix) MODIFIED=y-i, SUF=ed, SUFLIST

6 higher-rate (rate, compound) HEAD=rate,MODIFIER=higher,CONNECTOR=-,COMPOUND

7 ratepayer (payer, compound) HEAD=payer, MODIFIER=rate, COMPOUND

8 decided (deci, compound) OOV, HEAD=deci, MODIFIER=ded
9 high (-, stop) STOPLEN=4, STOPCOS=0.2
10 decided (-, stop) STOPLEN=7, STOPCOS=0.5
11 unstable (able, prefix) PREF=unst
12 unable (able, prefix) PREF=un, PREFLIST

Table 3: Examples illustrating which of the binary features in the model are active for various potential
child-parent pairs. Not shown here is the real-valued semantic similarity feature COS, used in all examples
except 9 and 10, where it is replaced by the binary feature STOPCOS=y, for y in increments of 0.1.

Prefixes
al, ar, ba, be, bo, ca, car, co, de, dis, en, ha, ho,
in, inter, la, le, li, lo, ma, mar, mc, mi, mis, mo,
out, over, pa, po, pre, pro, ra, re, ro, se, ta, to, un,
under, up

Suffixes
a, age, al, an, ar, ary, as, ation, b, ble, ch, e, ed,
el, en, er, ers, es, est, et, ful, i, ia, ic, ie, ies, in,
ing, ings, is, ism, ist, ists, land, le, led, les, less,
ley, ling, ly, m, man, ment, ments, ner, ness, o,
or, p, s, se, son, t, ted, ter, ters, th, ting, ton, ts, y

Table 4: The likely English affixes found by using
Letter Successor Entropy.

and selected the most frequent ones. However, all
words that end with ing also end with ng and g,
which means that they also become affix candi-
dates. Furthermore, there are more words that end
with ng or g than with ing, therefore valid affixes
might be excluded from the list because of their
more frequent substrings.

We therefore modify the affix features in two
ways. First, we identify a more precise set of likely
affixes using Letter Successor Entropy (LSE) val-
ues (Hafer and Weiss, 1974), which are typically
high at morph boundaries. LSE is computed at
each point in the word as the entropy of the dis-
tribution over the next character given the word
prefix so far. When selecting likely affixes, we
use an LSE threshold value of 3.0 as suggested by
Hafer and Weiss (1974), and we require that the
affix has appeared in at least 50 types with a cor-

pus frequency of at least 100. We then define two
features (PREFLIST, SUFLIST), which are active if
the proposed prefix or suffix for a parent-child pair
is in the set of likely prefixes or suffixes. Table 4
shows the list of likely English affixes found by us-
ing LSE (62 suffixes and 42 prefixes). For German
and Turkish, our other two development languages
(see §3), the lists contain 498 suffixes/183 prefixes
and 181 suffixes/35 prefixes, respectively.4

In addition, we use a much larger set of affix fea-
tures, PREF=x and SUF=x, where x is instantiated
with all possible word prefixes (suffixes) for which
both w and xw (wx) are words in the training data.

Transformations To help distinguish between
probable and improbable transformations, we intro-
duce transformation-specific features. For deletion
we use the deleted letter (DELETED). For repeti-
tion we use the repeated letter and its preceding
2- and 1-character contexts (REPEATED, RENV2
RENV1). For modification we use the combination
of the involved letters (MODIFIED). Finally, for
compounding we use the headword (i.e. the parent
of the compound), the modifier and the connector,
if such exists (HEAD, MODIFIER, CONNECTOR).
Since these compound features can be very sparse,
we also add a single COMPOUND feature, which is
active when both parts of the compound are present
in the training data.

Stop Condition To identify words with no par-
ents we use two types of binary features suggested

4In MorphoChains, the number of affixes was set manually
for each language tested: 300 for English, 500 for Turkish,
and 100 for Arabic.



by Narasimhan et al. (2015). STOPCOS=y is the
maximum cosine similarity between the word and
any of its parent candidates (using bins of size
0.1), and STOPLEN=x is instantiated for all pos-
sible word lengths x in the training data. For il-
lustration, if we are considering whether decided
is a word with no parents (Table 3 Example 10),
the binary features STOPLEN=7 and STOPCOS=0.5
become active.

We discard the starting and ending character un-
igram and bigram features used by MorphoChains,
because of the large number5 and the sparsity of
these features.

2.3 Data Selection
Most unsupervised morphology learners are sensi-
tive to the coverage and the quality of training data.
In a large corpus, however, many word types oc-
cur only once because of the Zipfian distribution of
word types. Low-frequency types can be either rare
but valid words or they can be foreign words, ty-
pos, non-words, etc. This makes learning from low-
frequency words unreliable, but discarding them
dramatically reduces the size of the training data
(including many valid words).

To seek balance between the quality and the cov-
erage of the training data we try to identify which
low-frequency words are likely to provide useful
statistical support for our model, so we can include
those in the training data and discard the other low-
frequency words. First, we set a frequency-based
pruning threshold (PT) at the frequency for which
at least 50% of the words above this frequency have
a word embedding (see §3); next we set a learn-
ing threshold (LT) at the median frequency of the
words with frequencies above PT; finally we adopt
the algorithm by Neuvel and Fulop (2002) to de-
cide which words with frequencies below PT can
be useful to analyse the words with frequencies
above LT. We filter out any remaining words with
frequencies below PT.

The outline of the adapted version of the algo-
rithm by Neuvel and Fulop (2002) is:
1) For every word pair in the top 20k most frequent
words in training data:

1.1) We find the pair’s orthographic sim-
ilarities as the longest common subsequence:
receive⇔reception.

1.2) We find the pair’s orthographic differ-
5For English there can be 676 different letter bigrams of

which 99% occur at least once at the beginning of some word
in the word frequency list.

ences with respect to their orthographic similar-
ities: receive⇔reception.
2) For all word-pairs with the same orthographic
differences we merge their similarities and differ-
ences into Word Formation Strategies (WFS):
so receive⇔reception, conceive⇔conception,
deceive⇔deception give *##ceive⇔*##ception,
where * and # stand for the optional and mandatory
character wild cards respectively.
3) We discard those WFS that that are suggested
by less than 10 word pairs;
4) For each WFS and for each word with a fre-
quency below PT:

4.1) if a word w matches either of the sides of a
WFS and the other side of a WFS predicts a word
w’ with a frequency above the LT, we keep w in
the training data, otherwise we discard it.

For more detailed description of the algorithm
see Neuvel and Fulop (2002).

3 Experiments

Data We conduct experiments on six languages:
Arabic, English, Estonian, Finnish, German and
Turkish. For the word embeddings required by
our system and the MorphoChains baseline, we
used word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to train a
Continuous Bag of Words model on a sub-sample
of the Common Crawl (CC) corpus6 for each lan-
guage (Table 5 lists corpus sizes). We trained 100-
dimensional embeddings for all words occurring
at least 25 times, using 20 iterations and default
parameters otherwise.

For all languages except Estonian, we train and
evaluate all systems on the data from the Morpho
Challenge 2010 competition.7 The training data
consists of word lists with word frequencies. The
official test sets are not public, but a small labelled
training and development set is provided for each
language in addition to the large unannotated word
list, since the challenge included semi-supervised
systems. Thus, for experiments on Arabic, English,
Finnish, German and Turkish we evaluated on the
annotated training and development gold standard
analyses form the Morpho Challenge 2009/2010
competition data sets. The gold standard labels
include part of speech tags and functional labels
for inflectional morphemes, with multiple analyses
given for words with part of speech ambiguity or

6Common Crawl http://commoncrawl.org
7Morpho Challenge 2010: http://research.ics.

aalto.fi/events/morphochallenge2010



Lang Train
(#types)

Test
(#cases)

Embeddings
(#tokens)

ARA
MC-10
(19K)

MC-09
(690)

CC
(461M)

ENG
MC-10
(878K)

MC-10
(1569)

CC
(1.78B)

EST
CC

(470K)
S&G2013

(1500)
CC

(329M)

FIN
MC-10
(2.9M)

MC-10
(1835)

CC
(1.18B)

GER
MC-10
(2.3M)

MC-10
(1779)

CC
(856M)

TUR
MC-10
(617K)

MC-10
(1760)

CC
(1.21B)

Table 5: Data statistics. MC-09/10: Morpho Chal-
lenge 2009/2010. CC: A sub-sample of Common
Crawl. S&G2013: Sirts and Goldwater (2013)

functionally different but orthographically equiva-
lent inflectional morphemes. For example, rocki-
ness is analysed as rock N y s ness s, while rocks
has two analyses: rock N +PL and rock V +3SG.

For Estonian we train on word lists extracted
from Common Crawl and test on data prepared by
Sirts and Goldwater (2013). The Estonian test set
contains only surface segmentation into morphs
(e.g. kolmandal is analysed kolmanda l). Table 5
provides information about each dataset.

Since we are developing an unsupervised system,
we want to make sure that it generalizes to new lan-
guages. We therefore divide the languages into
three development languages (English, German,
Turkish) and three test languages (Finnish, Esto-
nian, Arabic). We used the development languages
to choose features, design the data selection pro-
cedure and select best values for hyperparameters.
The system that performed best on those languages
was then used unmodified on the test languages.

Hyperparameters In addition to threshold val-
ues described above, we use the same λ = 1 (Equa-
tion 3) as Narasimhan et al. (2015). To control for
under segmentation we downscale weights of the
stop features by a factor of 0.8. We set the maxi-
mum affix length to 8 characters and the minimum
word length to 1 character.

Evaluation Metric We test our model on the task
of unsupervised morpheme analysis induction. We
follow the format of Morpho Challenge 2010 and
use Evaluation Metric for Morphological Analysis

(EMMA) (Spiegler and Monson, 2010) to evaluate
predicted outputs. EMMA works by finding the
optimal one-to-one mapping between the model’s
output and the reference analysis (i.e., the spelling
of the morphemes in the analysis doesn’t matter).
These are used to compute precision, recall, and
F-score against the reference morphemes.

Baselines We compare our model to three other
systems: Morfessor 2.0 (Virpioja et al., 2013),
MORSEL (Lignos et al., 2009; Lignos, 2010) and
MorphoChains (Narasimhan et al., 2015). We also
use a trivial baseline Words which outputs the input
word.

Morfessor (Morf.2.0) is a family of probabilistic
algorithms that perform unsupervised word seg-
mentation into morphs.Since the release of the ini-
tial version of Morfessor, it has become popular as
an automatic tool for processing morphologically
complex languages.

MORSEL is a rule-based unsupervised morphol-
ogy learner designed for affixal morphology. Like
our own system, it outputs morphological analy-
ses of words rather than segmentations. MORSEL
achieved excellent performance on the Morpho
Challenge 2010 data sets.

MorphoChains (MC) is the model upon which
our own system is based, but as noted above it
performs segmentation rather than analysis. In con-
trast to Morfessor and MORSEL, which analyse
words based only on orthographic patterns, Mor-
phoChains (like our extension) uses both ortho-
graphic and the semantic information.

All three baselines have multiple hyperparame-
ters. Since performance tends to be most sensitive
to the treatment of word frequency (including pos-
sibly discarding low-frequency words), for each
system we tuned the hyperparameters related to
word frequency to optimize average performance
on the development languages, and kept these hy-
perparameters fixed for the test languages.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 6 gives the performance of all models on the
three development languages. Our model outper-
forms all baselines on every language, and is a clear
improvement over the original MorphoChains.8

8In the results reported by Narasimhan et al. (2015), Mor-
phoChains appeared to outperform Morfessor, whereas we
find the opposite. There are several possible reasons for the dis-
crepancy. First, Narasimhan et al. (2015) used a segmentation-
based metric rather than EMMA, so the scores are not compa-
rable. Second, Narasimhan et al. (2015) appear to have tuned



Lang Method Prec Recall F-1
ENG Words 0.750 0.362 0.489

Morf.2.0 0.788 0.712 0.749
MORSEL 0.784 0.725 0.752
MC 0.685 0.729 0.706
Our Model 0.787 0.741 0.763

GER Words 0.776 0.258 0.387
Morf.2.0 0.690 0.468 0.558
MORSEL 0.670 0.449 0.538
MC 0.649 0.397 0.492
Our Model 0.590 0.548 0.568

TUR Words 0.702 0.201 0.313
Morf.2.0 0.598 0.338 0.432
MORSEL 0.626 0.324 0.427
MC 0.577 0.330 0.420
Our Model 0.596 0.351 0.442

AVG Words 0.743 0.274 0.396
Morf.2.0 0.692 0.506 0.580
MORSEL 0.693 0.449 0.572
MC 0.637 0.485 0.539
Our Model 0.658 0.547 0.591

Table 6: Results on development languages. Scores
calculated using EMMA. Words=Trivial baseline
which outputs the input word.

To see where the benefit is coming from, we per-
formed ablation tests (Table 7). Results show the
importance of the LSE-based affix features (Model-
A). Using these features gives gains of +1.0%, 3.8%
and 0.6% F-1 absolute on English, German and
Turkish respectively over using the raw affix oc-
currence frequencies as used by Narasimhan et al.
(2015). We can see that our data selection scheme
(Model-D) is important for English (+3.5%) and
German (+1.1%). Although we expected that the
data selection scheme would have the biggest im-
pact on Turkish because of its small training data, it
has very little effect on this language. As expected,
the compounding transformation (Model-C) has a
prominent impact on German (+2.7%) and a mod-
est effect on English and Turkish. The three fea-
tures PREFLIST, SUFLIST, COMPOUND (Model-B)
have the least impact on the model’s performance
(on average 0.5% F-1 absolute), however the effect
is substantial considering that this gain is achieved

their hyperparameters separately for each language. Finally,
it is not clear how they tuned the frequency-related hyperpa-
rameters for Morfessor. We found that Morfessor performed
better than MorphoChains when either low frequency words
are pruned from its input, or its log-frequency option is used
rather than raw frequency.

Lang Method Prec Recall F-1
ENG Model-D 0.710 0.746 0.728

Model-C 0.811 0.705 0.754
Model-B 0.775 0.738 0.756
Model-A 0.755 0.751 0.753
Full Model 0.787 0.741 0.763

GER Model-D 0.633 0.497 0.557
Model-C 0.666 0.456 0.541
Model-B 0.608 0.530 0.566
Model-A 0.636 0.455 0.530
Full Model 0.590 0.548 0.568

TUR Model-D 0.554 0.365 0.440
Model-C 0.601 0.344 0.438
Model-B 0.604 0.344 0.437
Model-A 0.588 0.346 0.436
Full Model 0.596 0.351 0.442

Table 7: Ablation analysis. -D=no data selection,
-C=no compound transformations, -B=no PRE-
FLIST, SUFLIST, COMPOUND features, -A=no other
LSE-based affix features.

by merely 3 features as opposed to a new feature
type with many instantiations.

Table 8 shows some example outputs for English,
German and Turkish. These analyses include some
correctly identified spelling changes (Example 1)
compounds (Example 4), and purely concatenative
morphology (Example 6). In Example 2, +ble is
counted as incorrect because our model predicts
+ble both for deplorable and reproducible while the
reference analysis uses able s and ible s, respec-
tively. Since EMMA uses one-to-one alignment,
it deems one of the alignments wrong. The op-
posite problem occurs in Example 4: our model
analyses aus in two ways, either as a prefix aus+
or as a separate word aus (part of a compound),
whereas the reference analysis always treats it as a
separate word aus. Example 6 illustrates an over-
segmentation error, caused by encountering two
similar forms of the verb giy, giymeyin and giymeyi.

Performance of all models on the three test lan-
guages is shown in Table 9. On average, our model
does better than MorphoChains and MORSEL, but
slightly worse than Morfessor. However, this dif-
ference is mainly due to Morfessor’s very good
performance on Estonian, which is the only test set
using gold standard segmentations rather than anal-
yses. All systems perform poorly on Arabic since
they do not handle templatic morphology; neverthe-
less our model and Morfessor perform considerably



No Lang. Test Word Reference Analysis Our Model
1 ENG acknowledging ac p knowledge N +PCP1 ac+ knowledge +ing
2 ENG reproducible re p produce V ible s re+ produce +ble
3 GER wohnstuben wohn V stube N +PL wohn stube +n
4 GER ausdrueckliche aus drueck V lich +ADJ-e aus+ drueck +lich +e
5 TUR budaklara budak +PL +DAT budak +lar +a
6 TUR giymeyin giy +NEG ma +P2 PL giy +me +yi +n

Table 8: Examples morpheme analyses produced by our model on the development languages. Reference
analyses in bold correspond to the predicted analyses that are incorrect. See text for further explanation.

Lang Method Prec Recall F-1
ARA Words 1.000 0.112 0.202

Morf.2.0 0.719 0.224 0.342
MORSEL 0.993 0.135 0.238
MC 0.988 0.125 0.221
Our Model 0.839 0.206 0.331

FIN Words 0.902 0.282 0.430
Morf.2.0 0.704 0.389 0.501
MORSEL 0.698 0.504 0.585
MC 0.557 0.483 0.518
Our Model 0.588 0.514 0.549

EST* Words 0.951 0.572 0.715
Morf.2.0 0.858 0.785 0.820
MORSEL 0.686 0.777 0.729
MC 0.840 0.611 0.707
Our Model 0.756 0.763 0.760

AVG Words 0.951 0.322 0.449
Morf.2.0 0.760 0.466 0.554
MORSEL 0.792 0.472 0.517
MC 0.785 0.413 0.492
Our Model 0.728 0.494 0.547

Table 9: Results on test languages. Scores calcu-
lated using EMMA. *=reference analysis contains
word segmentation.

better than the others. Overall, our model performs
consistently near the top even if not the best for any
of the three languages.

Lexical Inventory Size One of the motivations
for unsupervised morphological analysis is to re-
duce data sparsity in downstream applications,
which implies that for a given level of accuracy,
systems that produce a more compact representa-
tion (i.e., a smaller morpheme inventory) should be
preferred. To see how compactly each model repre-
sents the test set, we count the number of unique
morphemes (or morphs, or labels) in the predicted
output of each model and compare it with the num-
ber of labels in the reference analysis and the num-

Method ENG GER TUR FIN EST
Morf.2.0 1439 2005 1873 2586 1620
MC 1442 2004 1912 2718 1635
MORSEL 1373 1865 1748 2177 1562
Ours 1336 1600 1725 2114 1616
Ref.Anal 1257 1520 1361 1966 1548
Words 1569 1779 1760 1835 1500

Table 10: The number of distinct morphemes iden-
tified by each model. The number of distinct labels
used in the reference analysis and the number of
words in unanalysed test sets are given for compar-
ison.

ber of words in the test set. Table 10 summarizes
this information9. For all languages except Esto-
nian our model finds the most compact set of items.
The number of distinct morphemes identified by
our model is only about 5%, 4.5% and 8.0% larger
than in the reference analysis for English, German
and Finnish respectively. On average our model
identified 12.8% and 14.8% fewer morphemes than
Morfessor and MorphoChains respectively, while
on average performing no worse or better than the
two word segmentation systems. MORSEL pro-
duces the second most compact output with only
a 3.2% larger set of distinct morphemes than our
model, leaving the two word segmentation systems,
Morfessor and MorphoChains, in the third and the
forth place respectively. These results suggest that
systems that attempt to output morphological anal-
ysis succeed in reusing the same morphemes more
frequently than the systems that perform surface
segmentation.

5 Conclusion

We presented an unsupervised log-linear model that
learns to identify morphologically related words

9Arabic is excluded because of the low overall perfor-
mance of all models (maximum recall 22.4%).



and the affixes and spelling transformations that
relate them. It uses these to induce morpheme-
level analyses of each word and an overall com-
pact representation of the corpus. In tests on six
languages, our system’s EMMA scores are consid-
erably better than its inspiration, the segmentation
system MorphoChains, and it also outperformed
the rule-based analysis system MORSEL. Our sys-
tem achieved similar EMMA performance to Mor-
fessor but with a more compact representation—the
first probabilistic system we are aware of to do so
well. In future work, we hope to investigate further
improvements to the system and perform extrinsic
evaluation on downstream tasks.
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3.2 Comments on the Paper

In Section 2.2 we argued that the unsupervised learners of morphology do not

generalize well beyond the types of languages they were designed for. We named

consonant mutation as an example of common phenomena that is not modelled by

some of the previous work. While in our work we have addressed consonant mutation,

the general criticism about the limited range of word-formation phenomena that are

typically modeled by unsupervised learners still holds. Similarly to most work on

ULM, this work has also come short of addressing such forms of non-concatenative

morphology as the Germanic umlaut, transfixation found in Semitic languages or the

reduplication found in South Asian languages. The decision for not modeling the

Germanic umlaut, for example, is due to the computational limitations of the model

architecture. Assuming a limited model of umlaut word-formation where the change

takes place in only one of the middle letters1 as in the German verb:

fallen→ fällen (fall→fell)

there are n−2 slots for the letter change in a n letters long word (excluding the first

and the last letters of the word). For each of the n−2 slots there are |A |−1 number of

possible substitutions in an alphabet A . The German language word-list from Morpho

Challenge 2010 contains about 2.3 million words with an average length of around 14

characters. The German alphabet including umlauts (ä, ë,ü) and eszett (ß) has 30 letters.

Altogether modeling umlaut word-formation would lead to 2.3 ·106 · (14−2) · (30−1)

or about 800 million parent candidates. Each parent candidate implies neighborhood of

an additional 3 · k neighboring strings (Narasimhan et al., 2015). Each such potential

child-parent pair activates a subset of already existing features additional to those

necessary to characterize orthographic change (e.g., a→ ä). The resulting addition

to the already large memory footprint would be beyond the reach of the computing

resources available to us at the time of writing this work.

3.2.1 Incomplete Training Data and Morphological Chains

ULM often are trained on lists of words and their frequency counts that are derived

from large text corpora. However, in any given corpora only a few words occur with

high frequency while most words are low frequency or even unseen in the training

1Model does not capture combination of umlaut and suffixation as in German Fuß→ Füße (foot→
feet)
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data (i.e., OOV words). OOV words can make the creation of morphological chains

problematic. A morphological chain starts from a morphologically complex word – the

morphological child (e.g., standardizes) and recurses via application of orthographic

changes till the base word, or the morphological parent (e.g., standard) is reached:

standardizes→standardize→standard

The parent candidates that are absent from training data are flagged with the OOV

feature. When learning feature weights, the OOV feature obtains a large negative weight

as it is present for virtually all negative examples that are generated by contrastive

estimation. Another feature with a typically high assigned weight is the semantic

similarity feature. Parent candidates that are rare but valid words are likely to have no

word embedding or to have them poorly learned because of their low frequency2. Thus

OOV words are automatically assigned the semantic similarity feature value of −0.5.

The resulting model is sensitive to the size and completeness of the training data

(both the word list and the monolingual text for training word embeddings) as one

missing intermediate parent word can disrupt the morphological chain, thus making the

analysis of the original word incomplete: standardizes:standardize +s as opposed to

standardizes:standard +ize +s While monolingual corpora are considered as cheap and

abundant resources for resource-rich languages, it should not be mistaken as such for

the low resource languages with, for example, little Internet presence.

3.3 Conclusions

We presented an unsupervised log-linear model that leverages distributional word

embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b), affixes identified by the letter successor entropy

(Hafer and Weiss, 1974), data selection scheme inspired by Neuvel and Fulop (2002),

and other features to induce morpheme level analyses of each word that abstract over

surface variations of morphs. To that end, our model identifies morphologically related

words and the affixes and spelling transformations that relate them.

In tests on six languages, our system’s EMMA scores are considerably better than its

inspiration, the segmentation system MorphoChains, and it also outperformed the rule-

based analysis system MORSEL. Our system also achieved similar EMMA performance

to Morfessor. However, we argued that given the same level of accuracy, the analyses

that result in a more compact representation of the corpus are better for reducing sparse

2We train embeddings for only those words that occur at least 25 times.
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data problem. Considering compactness of the produced subword representations, we

found that models producing analyses are better than the models performing surface

form segmentations. Altogether, our system showed top EMMA scores but with a more

compact representation—the first probabilistic system we are aware of to do so well.

Besides presenting strong numerical results, we discussed our model’s limitations

due to learning morphological chains. We also touched on modelling challenges

encountered when approaching morphology induction in an unsupervised setting. As

the main issue, we named the difficulty with designing one unsupervised learner that

would generalize well to more than just a small set of morphologically similar languages.

Therefore, in the next part of this thesis, we consider a supervised setting for learning

neural lemmatizers.





Chapter 4

Context Sensitive Neural

Lemmatization with Lematus

4.1 Introduction to the Paper

In the previous chapter, we considered morphology learning in an unsupervised

setting. While tools that require only a list of words to induce the underlying structure of

language are appealing, designing them does not come without challenges. For example,

in Section 3.2 we discussed the difficulties involved in designing a single unsupervised

model that would generalize well across many typologically diverse languages. We

argued that unsupervised learners are likely to be subject to researchers’ linguistic

intuitions that can be biased towards a small number of languages, and modeling

choices that are subject to computational convenience. An example is the low overall

performance of all morphological segmentation systems on Arabic (e.g., maximum

recall of 22.4%, Table 9 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2017)) as none of the systems

were designed to model templatic morphology of Semitic languages. In contrast,

the SIGMORPHON 2016 shared task on morphological reinflection showcased the

versatility of encoder-decoder neural networks in learning morphological reinflection

for typologically diverse languages (Cotterell et al., 2016a). We also argued that

monolingual text is neither a cheap nor an abundant resource for many of the world’s

under-resourced languages, yet unsupervised learners of morphology are sensitive to

the size and the coverage of training data, thus requiring large amounts of monolingual

text to estimate word frequencies and train word embeddings. Meanwhile, the results of

the low and the medium resource scenarios of the SIGMORPHON 2017 shared task

proved that the neural network based models could be trained on as little as 100 to 1000

33
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training instances, thus refuting the widespread belief that neural networks are better

than the non-neural alternatives only when large amounts of annotated data is available

(Cotterell et al., 2017a).

Motivated by the recent work on morphological reinflection we lean on the success

of encoder-decoder architectures and introduce Lematus, a model that approaches

lemmatization as a particular type of reinflection where model learns to use sentence

context to disambiguate and lemmatize the inflected form. By doing so we bridge

the gap between the work that oversimplifies lemmatization by considering words in

isolation (Wicentowski, 2002; Dreyer et al., 2008; Rastogi et al., 2016; Makarov and

Clematide, 2018b,a) and the work on context-sensitive lemmatization that typically

trains on lemma annotated sentences labeled with POS and/or morphological tags

(Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017). By simplifying

the training data format of Lematus models to require the lemma annotated focus

word in its immediate sentence context, we contribute to lemmatization learning in

low-resource scenarios where high-level annotations (POS and/or morphological tags)

of complete sentences and other resources (large monolingual corpora or pre-trained

word embeddings) are not available.
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Abstract

The main motivation for developing context-
sensitive lemmatizers is to improve perfor-
mance on unseen and ambiguous words. Yet
previous systems have not carefully evaluated
whether the use of context actually helps in
these cases. We introduce Lematus, a lemma-
tizer based on a standard encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture, which incorporates character-level
sentence context. We evaluate its lemmatiza-
tion accuracy across 20 languages in both a
full data setting and a lower-resource setting
with 10k training examples in each language.
In both settings, we show that including con-
text significantly improves results against a
context-free version of the model. Context
helps more for ambiguous words than for un-
seen words, though the latter has a greater
effect on overall performance differences be-
tween languages. We also compare to three
previous context-sensitive lemmatization sys-
tems, which all use pre-extracted edit trees
as well as hand-selected features and/or addi-
tional sources of information such as tagged
training data. Without using any of these,
our context-sensitive model outperforms the
best competitor system (Lemming) in the full-
data setting, and performs on par in the lower-
resource setting.

1 Introduction

Lemmatization is the process of determining the
dictionary form of a word (e.g. swim) given one of
its inflected variants (e.g. swims, swimming, swam,
swum). Data-driven lemmatizers face two main
challenges: first, to generalize beyond the training
data in order to lemmatize unseen words; and sec-
ond, to disambiguate ambiguous wordforms from
their sentence context. In Latvian, for example, the
wordform “ceļu” is ambiguous when considered
in isolation: it could be an inflected variant of the
verb “celt” (to lift) or the nouns “celis” (knee) or
“ceļš” (road); without context, the lemmatizer can
only guess.

By definition, sentence context (or latent infor-
mation derived from it, such as the target word’s
morphosyntactic tags) is needed in order to cor-
rectly lemmatize ambiguous forms such as the
example above. Previous researchers have also
assumed that context should help in lemmatiz-
ing unseen words (Chrupała, 2006; Müller et al.,
2015)—i.e., that the context contains useful fea-
tures above and beyond those in the wordform it-
self. Nevertheless, we are not aware of any previ-
ous work that has attempted to quantify how much
(or even whether) context actually helps in both of
these cases. Several previous papers on context-
sensitive lemmatization have reported results on
unseen words (Chrupała, 2006; Chrupała et al.,
2008; Müller et al., 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017),
and some have compared versions of their systems
that use context in different ways (Müller et al.,
2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017), but there are few if
any direct comparisons between context-sensitive
and context-free systems, nor have results been
reported on ambiguous forms.

This paper presents Lematus—a system that
adapts the neural machine translation framework
of Sennrich et al. (2017) to learn context sensitive
lemmatization using an encoder-decoder model.
Context is represented simply using the character
contexts of each form to be lemmatized, mean-
ing that our system requires fewer training re-
sources than previous systems: only a corpus with
its lemmatized forms, without the need for POS
tags (Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015) or
word embeddings trained on a much larger corpus
(Chakrabarty et al., 2017). We evaluate Lematus
on data from 20 typologically varied languages,
both using the full training data from the Universal
Dependencies project (Nivre et al., 2017), as well
as a lower-resource scenario with only 10k training
tokens per language. We compare results to three
previous systems and to a context-free version of
our own system, including results on both unseen



and ambiguous words. We also examine the extent
to which the rate of unseen and ambiguous words in
a language can predict lemmatization performance.

On average across the 20 languages, the context-
sensitive version of Lematus achieves significantly
higher lemmatization accuracy than its context-free
counterpart in both the low-resource and full-data
settings. It also outperforms the best competitor
system (Lemming; Müller et al. 2015) in the full-
data setting, and does as well as Lemming in the
low-resource setting. Thus, even without explicitly
training on or predicting POS tags, Lematus seems
able to implicitly learn similar information from
the raw character context.

Analysis of our full-data results shows that in-
cluding context in the model improves its accuracy
more on ambiguous words (from 88.8% to 92.4%
on average) than on unseen words (from 83.6% to
84.3% on average). This suggests that, to the ex-
tent that unseen words can be correctly lemmatized
at all, the wordform itself provides much of the
information needed to do so, and Lematus effec-
tively exploits that information—indeed, Lematus
without context outperforms all previous context-
sensitive models on lemmatizing unseen words.

Finally, our cross-linguistic analysis indicates
that the proportions of unseen words and ambigu-
ous words in a language are anti-correlated. Alto-
gether, then, our results suggest that context-free
neural lemmatization is surprisingly effective, and
may be a reasonable option if the language con-
tains many unseen words but few ambiguous ones.
Context is likely to help in most languages, but the
main boost is for languages with higher ambiguity.

2 Background and Baseline Systems

Early work on context-sensitive lemmatization fo-
cused on disambiguation: given a set of analyses
produced by a hand-built morphological analyzer
(typically including both lemmas and morphosyn-
tactic tags), choose the best one in context (Oflazer
and Kuruöz, 1994; Ezeiza et al., 1998; Hakkani-Tür
et al., 2002). Here, we focus on systems learning to
generate the lemmas and tags without a pre-existing
analyzer (Erjavec and Džeroski, 2004; Chrupała,
2006). The three systems we use as baselines fol-
low Chrupała (2006) in treating the task as a classi-
fication problem, where the system learns to choose
which of a set of edit scripts or edit trees (previ-
ously induced from the aligned wordform-lemma
pairs) should be applied to transform each word-

form into the correct lemma.
Two of our baselines, Morfette1 (Chrupała et al.,

2008) and Lemming2 (Müller et al., 2015), learn
from morphologically annotated corpora to jointly
tag each word and lemmatize it by choosing an
edit script. Morfette consists of two log-linear
classifiers—one for lemmatization and one for
tagging—which are combined using beam search
to find the best sequence of lemma-tag pairs for
all words in the input sentence. Lemming (which
proves to be the strongest baseline) also consists of
two log-linear components (a classifier for lemma-
tization and a sequence model for tagging), which
are combined either using a pipeline (first tag, then
lemmatize) or through joint inference. The lemma-
tization model uses a variety of features from the
edit trees, alignments, orthography of the lemma,
and morphosyntactic tags.

In experiments on six languages, Müller et al.
(2015) showed that the joint Lemming model
worked better than the pipelined model, and that
adding morphosyntactic features helped. They
also demonstrated improvements over an earlier
context-free baseline model (Jiampojamarn et al.,
2008). However, they did not evaluate on ambigu-
ous forms, nor directly compare context-sensitive
and context-free versions of their own model.

Our third baseline, Ch-20173 (Chakrabarty et al.,
2017) uses a neural network rather than a log-linear
model, but still treats lemmatization as a classifi-
cation task to choose the correct edit tree. (Like
our model, Ch-2017 does not perform morpholog-
ical tagging.) The model composes syntactic and
semantic information using two successive bidi-
rectional GRU networks. The first bidirectional
GRU network is similar to the character to word
model by Ling et al. (2015) and learns syntactic in-
formation. The semantic information comes from
word embeddings pre-trained on much larger cor-
pora. The second GRU uses a composition of the
semantic and syntactic embeddings for the edit tree
classification task.

Rather than treating lemmatization as classifi-
cation, our own model is inspired by recent work
on morphological reinflection. As defined by two
recent Shared Tasks (Cotterell et al., 2016, 2017),
a morphological reinflection system gets as input

1https://sites.google.com/site/
morfetteweb/

2http://cistern.cis.lmu.de/lemming
3https://github.com/onkarpandit00786/

neural-lemmatizer



some inflected wordform (and possibly its mor-
phosyntactic tags) along with a set of target tags.
The system must produce the correct inflected form
for the target tags. In the 2016 SIGMORPHON
Shared Task, various neural sequence-to-sequence
models gave the best results (Aharoni et al., 2016;
Kann and Schütze, 2016; Östling, 2016). We
base our work closely on one of these (Kann and
Schütze, 2016), which also won one of the 2017
tasks (Bergmanis et al., 2017). Our lemmatization
task can be viewed as a specific type of reinflection,
but instead of assuming that tags are given in the
input (or that the system simply has to guess the
tags from the wordform itself, as in some of the
Shared Tasks), we investigate whether the informa-
tion available from the tags can instead be inferred
from sentence context.

3 Model Description

Our model is based on the network architecture
proposed by Sennrich et al. (2017), which imple-
ments an attentional encoder-decoder architecture
similar to that of Bahdanau et al. (2015). Namely,
our model is a deep attentional encoder-decoder
with a 2-layer bidirectional encoder with a gated
recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) and a 2-
layer decoder with a conditional GRU (Sennrich
et al., 2017) in the first layer followed by a GRU in
the second layer. For more architectural details see
(Sennrich et al., 2017).

A default implementation of this architecture is
available in the Nematus toolkit,4 which we used
as our starting point. However, Sennrich et al.
(2017) used their model for machine translation,
while we work on lemmatization. Since our task
is closer to the problem of morphological reinflec-
tion described above, we changed some of the de-
fault model parameters to follow those used in sys-
tems that performed well in the 2016 and 2017
SIGMORPHON Shared Tasks (Kann and Schütze,
2016; Bergmanis et al., 2017). Specifically, we
reduced the number of hidden units to 100 and the
encoder and decoder embedding size to 300.

The input sequence is a space-separated char-
acter representation of a word in its N -character
left and right sentence context. For example, with
N = 15, the Latvian word ceļu (the genitive plural

4https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/
nematus

of the noun ceļš, meaning road) could be input as:

s a k a <s> p a š v a l d ı̄ b u

<lc> c e ļ u <rc>

u n <s> i e l u <s> r e ǵ i s t r

where <s>, <lc>, <rc> stand for word boundary,
left and right context markers respectively. The
target output is a sequence of characters forming
the lemma of the word: c e ļ š

4 Datasets

We contend that the difficulty of the lemmatiza-
tion task largely depends on three factors: mor-
phological productivity, lexical ambiguity and mor-
phological regularity. One aim of our work is to
investigate the extent to which it is possible to pre-
dict lemmatization performance for a particular
language by operationalizing and measuring these
properties. Therefore in this section we provide
statistics and some analysis of the datasets used
in our experiments. We use the standard splits of
the Universal Dependency Treebank (UDT) v2.05

(Nivre et al., 2017) datasets for 20 languages: Ara-
bic, Basque, Croatian, Dutch6, Estonian, Finnish,
German, Greek, Hindi, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovak,
Slovene, Turkish and Urdu. See Figure 1 for train-
ing and development data sizes.

Because the amount of training data varies
widely between languages, we perform some of
our language analysis (and later, system evalua-
tion) on a subset of the data, where we use only the
first 10k tokens in each language for training. The
10k setting provides a clearer comparison between
languages in terms of their productivity, ambigu-
ity, and regularity, and also gives a sense of how
much training data is needed to achieve good per-
formance.

One of the main purposes of data-driven lemma-
tization is to handle unseen words at test time, yet
languages with differing morphological productiv-
ity will have very different proportions of unseen
words. Figure 2 shows the percentage of tokens
in the development sets of each language that are
not seen in training. Two conditions are given: the
full training/development sets, and train/dev sets
that are controlled in size across languages. For

5UTD v2.0 datasets are archived at http://hdl.
handle.net/11234/1-1983

6We use UDT v2.1 dataset for Dutch due to inconsistencies
in v2.0.



Figure 1: Training and development set sizes for
each language, in thousands.

Figure 2: Percent of tokens unseen in training. Dev
(yellow): within full development sets with respect
to the full training sets. Dev 3k (green): within the
first 3k tokens of development sets with respect to
the first 10k tokens of training sets.

the languages with large data sets, the percentage
of unseen words is (unsurprisingly) higher when
training data is reduced to 10k. However, these
differences are often small compared to the differ-
ences between languages, suggesting that produc-
tivity is likely to affect lemmatization performance
as much as training data size.

Lexical ambiguity is the other major motivation
for context-sensitive lemmatization. To quantify
how frequently lemmatizers have to rely on context,
Figure 3 shows the percentage of ambiguous to-
kens in each language, in either the full or reduced
training sets. We define ambiguity empirically: am-
biguous tokens are wordforms occurring with more
than one lemma within the training set.

Overall, the level of measured ambiguity tends
to be lower than the proportion of unseen tokens.
Many of the languages with high productivity (e.g.,
Russian, Slovak, Slovene, Turkish) have low levels
of ambiguity, while others (Arabic, Urdu) trend
the opposite way. Indeed, across all 20 languages,

Figure 3: Percent of ambiguous tokens within the
first 10k tokens of training sets and full training
sets. Ambiguous tokens are word forms occurring
with more than one lemma in the training set.

the levels of productivity and ambiguity are nega-
tively correlated, with a rank correlation of -0.57
after controlling for training data size.7 This is
not surprising, since given a set of morphosyntac-
tic functions, they must either be expressed using
distinct forms (leading to higher productivity) or
non-distinct forms (leading to higher ambiguity).

The final characteristic that we would expect to
make some languages easier than others is mor-
phological regularity, but it is unclear how to mea-
sure this property directly without an in-depth un-
derstanding of the morphophonological rules of a
language. Nevertheless, the presence of many ir-
regular forms, or other phenomena such as vowel
harmony or spelling changes, complicates lemma-
tization and will likely affect accuracy.

5 Experimental Setup

Training Parameters8 We use a mini batch size
of 60 and a maximum sequence length of 75.
For training we use stochastic gradient descent,
Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012), with a gradient clipping
threshold of 1.0, recurrent Bayesian dropout proba-
bility 0.2 (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) and weight
normalization (Salimans and Kingma, 2016). We
use early stopping with patience 10 (Prechelt,
1998). We use the first 10 epochs as a burn-in pe-
riod, after which at the end of every second epoch

7That is, the correlation is computed between the values
in Figure 2 Dev 3k (unseen words wrt the first 10k training
tokens for each language) and Figure 3 Train 10k (ambiguous
words in the first 10k training tokens for each language). The
correlation is significantly different from zero with p < 0.01.

8Training parameters were tunned/verified on the standard
splits of UDT training and development sets for Spanish and
Catalan, therefore the results on these languages are not in-
cluded in our evaluation.



we evaluate the current model’s lemmatization ex-
act match accuracy on the development set and
keep this model if it performs better than the previ-
ous best model. When making predictions we use
beam-search decoding with a beam of size 12.

Baselines To train models we use the default set-
tings for Morfette and Lemming. Ch-2017 requires
word embeddings, for which we use fastText9 (Bo-
janowski et al., 2017). For Ch-2017 we set the num-
ber of training epochs to 100 and implement early
stopping with patience 10.10 We leave the remain-
ing model parameters as suggested by Chakrabarty
et al. (2017).

We also use a lookup-based baseline (Baseline).
For words that have been observed in training, it
outputs the most frequent lemma (or the first ob-
served lemma, if the options are equally frequent).
For unseen words it outputs the wordform itself as
the hypothesized lemma.

Context Representation We aim to use a con-
text representation that works well across multiple
languages, rather than to tune the context individu-
ally to each language. In preliminary experiments,
we explored several different context representa-
tions: words, sub-word units, and N surrounding
characters, for different values of N . These ex-
periments were carried out on only six languages.
Three of these (Latvian, Polish and Turkish) were
also used in our main experiments, while three
(Bulgarian, Hebrew, and Persian) were not, due to
problems getting all the baseline systems to run on
those languages.

For the word level context representation
(Words), we use all words in the left and the right
sentence contexts. For the character level con-
text representations (N-Ch) we experiment with
N = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, or 25 characters of left and
right contexts. For the sub-word unit context repre-
sentation, we use byte pair encoding (BPE) (Gage,
1994), which has shown good results for neural ma-
chine translation (Sennrich et al., 2016). BPE is a
data compression algorithm that iteratively replaces
the most frequent pair of symbols (here, characters)
in a sequence with a single new symbol. BPE has

9https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.
md

10We do so because it is unclear what stopping criterion
was used by Chakrabarty et al. (2017) Their suggested default
for the number of training epochs is 6, yet the values used in
their experiments vary from 15 for Hindi to 80 for Bengali.

a single parameter—the number of merge opera-
tions. Suitable values for this parameter depend
on the application and vary from 10k in language
modeling (Vania and Lopez, 2017) to 50k in ma-
chine translation (Sennrich et al., 2016). We aim
to use BPE to extract a few salient and frequently
occurring strings, such as affixes, therefore we set
the number of BPE merge operations to 500. We
use BPE-encoded left and right sentence contexts
that amount up to 20 characters of the original text.

Since we hoped to use context to help with am-
biguous words, we looked specifically at ambigu-
ous word performance in choosing the best context
representation.11 Table 1 summarizes Lematus’
performance on ambiguous tokens using different
sentence context representations. There is no con-
text representation that works best for all six lan-
guages, but the 20-Ch system seems to work rea-
sonably well in all cases, and the best on average.
We therefore use the 20-Ch context in our main
experiments.

Note that this choice was based on a relatively
small number of experiments and it is quite possi-
ble that further tuning the BPE parameter, or the
number of BPE units or words of context (or tuning
separately for each language) could lead to better
overall results.

Evaluation To evaluate models, we use test and
development set lemmatization exact match accu-
racy. When calculating lemmatization accuracy we
ignore casing of the tokens and omit punctuation
tokens and those tokens that contain digits or any
of the following characters: @+. /.

6 Results and Discussion

Results on Complete Datasets Development set
accuracies for all languages and systems in the full
data setting are provided in Figure 4a, with results
on unseen and ambiguous words in Figures 4b and
4c. Overall, Lematus 20-Ch outperforms the previ-
ous systems, Morfette, Lemming and Ch-2017, on
20, 15 and 20 languages respectively. In addition,
Figure 4 makes it clear that the major benefit of all
the systems over the baseline is for unseen words:
in fact, for ambiguous words, the baseline even out-
performs some of the systems in a few languages.
Comparing the two versions of Lematus, we can
see that Lematus 20-Ch does consistently better

11The percentage of ambiguous tokens in the training sets
of Bulgarian, Hebrew and Persian are 8.4%, 16.6% and 7.6%
respectively; for the other languages, see Figure 3.



Baseline 0-Ch 5-Ch 10-Ch 15-Ch 20-Ch 25-Ch BPE Words
Bulgarian 81.1 83.0 79.7 88.9 88.2 89.2 88.5 89.2 84.2
Hebrew 95.3 95.0 82.5 84.9 86.0 86.3 85.4 84.4 75.5
Latvian 73.8 76.6 70.1 73.2 73.9 74.8 71.1 71.6 66.2
Persian 94.4 92.5 90.5 91.5 91.0 92.5 92.5 93.0 88.0
Polish 90.6 91.7 84.0 84.0 93.0 93.6 83.5 85.6 83.0
Turkish 78.6 80.9 75.9 77.9 85.5 85.9 79.3 75.9 73.8
Average 85.6 86.6 80.5 83.4 86.3 87.1 83.4 83.3 78.5

Table 1: Lemmatization exact match accuracy on ambiguous tokens of dev sets, for baseline and for
Lematus using various context representations: N characters, Byte Pair Encoding units, or words.

Dev Test 10k:Dev 10k:Test
All Unseen Ambig SeenUA All All All

Baseline 85.8 39.6 88.0 99.2∗†‡ 86.1 74.4 74.4
Morfette 92.9 75.7 91.4 98.9 93.1 86.8 86.5
Lemming 94.1 81.4 92.4† 98.8 94.1 87.5 87.3
Ch-2017 90.8 75.0 90.7 96.2 89.8 80.2 79.0
Lematus 0-Ch 94.3 83.6∗ 88.8 98.9 94.2 87.1 86.6
Lematus 20-Ch 95.0∗† 84.3∗† 92.4† 98.8 94.9∗† 88.4† 87.8†

Table 2: Lemmatization exact match accuracy, averaged across all 20 languages. In the full training
scenario (first five columns) results are given for All, Unseen, Ambiguous, and Seen Unambiguous tokens.
(Note that ambiguity is empirical: is a type seen with more than one lemma in training?) We compare
Lematus with/without context (20-Ch/0-Ch), the most frequent lemma baseline, and three previous
systems. The numerically highest score in each column is bold; ∗, †, and ‡ indicate statistically significant
improvements over Lemming, Lematus 0-Ch and 20-Ch, respectively (all p < 0.05; see text for details).

on ambiguous tokens than Lematus 0-Ch, whereas
their performance on unseen tokens (and thus, over-
all) is much more similar. In fact, on unseen words,
Lematus 0-Ch outperforms the context-sensitive
baselines Morfette, Lemming and Ch-2017 on 18,
12 and 17 languages respectively. These results sug-
gest that a good context-free model can do surpris-
ingly well on unseen words, and the added model
complexity and annotation requirements of earlier
context-sensitive models are not always justified.

As further evidence of these claims, we sum-
marize in Table 2 each system’s average perfor-
mance over all languages for both the development
and test sets. In addition to performance break-
down into unseen and ambiguous words we also
report each system’s performance on tokens that
were both seen and unambiguous in training. No
system achieves 100% accuracy on seen unam-
biguous tokens—even the lookup baseline achieves
only 99%, indicating that about 1% of tokens that
appeared unambiguous in training occur with a
previously unseen lemma in the development set.
In principle, context-based systems could outper-
form the baseline on these words, but in practice

none of them do. Indeed, switching to a dictio-
nary lookup baseline for seen unambiguous words
would slightly improve the performance of all mod-
els (though it would not change the overall ranking
of the systems).

We tested for statistically significant differences
between the results of Lemming (the numerically
best-performing competitor system) and our two
systems (Lematus 0-Ch and Lematus 20-Ch) us-
ing a Monte Carlo method: for each comparison
(say, between 0-Ch and 20-Ch on unseen words),
we generated 10000 random samples, where each
sample randomly swapped the two systems’ results
for each language with probability .5. We then ob-
tained a p-value by computing the proportion of
samples for which the difference in average results
was at least as large as the difference observed in
our experiments.

Because the results of 0-Ch and 20-Ch are highly
correlated across languages, all differences be-
tween these systems, except for results on seen
unambiguous tokens, are significant (p < 0.01 for
dev set All, p < 0.05 for Unseen, p < 0.001 for
Ambig, and p < 0.01 for test set All; p > 0.1 for



(a) All tokens. Models were trained on full training sets.

(b) Unseen tokens. Models were trained on full training sets.

(c) Ambiguous tokens. Models were trained on full training sets.

(d) All tokens. Models were trained on the first 10K of the training sets.

Figure 4: Lemmatization exact match accuracy on development sets for each language.



Figure 5: Lemmatization accuracy of Lematus 20-Ch on all dev set tokens vs percent of unseen tokens
(left) or percent of ambiguous tokens (middle); accuracy on unseen tokens vs training set size (right).

dev set SeenUA). Lemming does as well as Lema-
tus 20-Ch on ambiguous and SeenUA words, but
its accuracy on unseen words is lower (p < 0.001),
leading to worse performance overall (p < 0.01
on both dev and test). Interestingly, even Lema-
tus 0-Ch does better than Lemming on unseen
words (p < 0.02), and performs on par overall
(p = 0.28). So, although including context clearly
can help (compare Lematus 20-Ch vs 0-Ch), and
Lemming exploits this advantage for ambiguous
words, a good context-free model can still do very
well. Overall, our models do as well or better than
the earlier ones, without the added model complex-
ity and annotation requirements. On the other hand,
although our context-sensitive model does improve
somewhat over its context-free counterpart, there
is still some way to go, since average performance
on unseen and ambiguous words is still 84% and
92% respectively.

Results on 10k Datasets Figure 4d shows the
results on all tokens for each language in the 10k
training setting, with averages in Table 2. On aver-
age, limiting training data to the first 10k examples
resulted in an 82% reduction of training sets, and
we see an average drop in test set performance of
5.6-6.8 percentage points for all systems except
Ch-2017, which drops by about 10 percent. When
comparing the 0-Ch and 20-Ch versions of Lema-
tus we found the same pattern of significances as
in the full data setting (p < 0.01), however the
two best systems (Lematus 20-Ch and Lemming)
are statistically equivalent on the test sets, as are
Lemming and Lematus 0-Ch.

Patterns Across Languages In Section 4, we hy-
pothesized that the success of data-driven lemma-
tization depends on a language’s productivity, am-
biguity, and regularity. We now explore the extent
to which our results support this hypothesis. First,

we examine the correlation between the overall per-
formance of our best system on each language and
the percentage of unseen (Figure 5, left) or am-
biguous words (Figure 5, middle) in that language.
As expected, there is a strong negative correlation
between the percentage of unseen words and the
accuracy of Lematus 20-Ch: the rank correlation
is R = −0.73 (p < 0.001; we use rank correla-
tion because it is less sensitive to outliers than is
linear correlation, and the plot clearly shows sev-
eral outliers.) In contrast to our original prediction,
however, Lematus 20-Ch is actually more accurate
for languages with greater ambiguity (R = 0.44,
p = 0.05). The most likely explanation is that am-
biguity is negatively correlated with productivity.
Since there tend to be more unseen than ambiguous
words, and since accuracy is typically lower for
unseen than ambiguous words, higher ambiguity
(which implies fewer unseen words) can actually
lead to higher overall accuracy.

Our earlier results also suggested that the main
benefit of Lematus 20-Ch over Lematus 0-Ch is for
ambiguous words. To confirm this, we looked at the
extent to which the difference in performance be-
tween the two systems correlates with the percent-
age of unseen or ambiguous words in a language.
As expected, this analysis suggests that including
context in the model helps more for languages with
more ambiguity (R = 0.67, p < 0.001). In con-
trast, Lematus 20-Ch provides less benefit over
Lematus 0-Ch for the languages with more unseen
words (R = −0.75, p < 0.0001). Again, we as-
sume the latter result is due to the negative correla-
tion between ambiguity and productivity.

So far, our results and analysis show a clear rela-
tionship between productivity and ambiguity, and
also suggest that using context for lemmatization
may be unnecessary (or at least less beneficial) for
languages with many unseen words but low am-



biguity. However, there are remaining differences
between languages that are more difficult to explain.
For example, one might expect that for languages
with more training data, the system would learn
better generalizations and lemmatization accuracy
on unseen words would be higher. However, Figure
5 (right), which plots accuracy on unseen words in
each language as a function of training data size,
illustrates that there is no significant correlation
between the two variables (R = 0.32, p = 0.16).
In some languages (e.g., Hungarian, in the top left)
Lematus performs very well on unseen words even
with little training data, while in others (e.g., Ara-
bic, along the bottom) it performs poorly despite
relatively large training data. We assume that reg-
ularity (and perhaps the nonconcatenative nature
of Arabic) must be playing an important role here,
but we leave for future work the question of how
to operationalize and measure regularity in order
to further test this hypothesis.

7 Conclusion

We presented Lematus, a simple sequence-to-
sequence neural model for lemmatization that uses
character-level context. On average across 20 lan-
guages, we showed that even without using context,
this model performs as well or better than three
previous systems that treated lemmatization as an
edit tree classification problem and required POS
tags (Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015) or
word embeddings trained on a much larger corpus
(Chakrabarty et al., 2017). We also showed that
with both larger and smaller training datasets, in-
cluding context boosts performance further by im-
proving accuracy on both unseen and (especially)
ambiguous words.

Finally, our analysis suggests that lemmatization
accuracy tends to be higher for languages with low
productivity (as measured by the proportion of un-
seen words at test time), but more surprisingly also
for languages with high ambiguity—perhaps be-
cause high ambiguity is also associated with low
productivity. We also found that the amount of
training data available for each language is not a
good predictor of performance on unseen words,
suggesting that morphological regularity or other
language-specific characteristics are playing an im-
portant role. Understanding the causes of these
differences is likely to be important for further im-
proving neural lemmatization.
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4.2 Comments and Follow-Up Work

Since the publication of this work, Lematus has been considered state-of-the-art in

context-sensitive lemmatization and is used as a simple yet strong baseline for other

work on lemmatization learning (Kirefu, 2018; Watson, 2018; Makarov and Clematide,

2018a; Kanerva et al., 2019; Malaviya et al., 2019).

Kanerva et al. (2019) argue that textual representations of morphosyntactic infor-

mation encoded in sentence context (e.g., n-characters/subwords/words) suffer from

sparseness and propose to use dense context representation using explicit morphosyn-

tactic features instead. To that end Kanerva et al. (2019) suggest a pipeline approach

– an off-the-shelf morphological tagger (Dozat et al., 2017) combined with a neural

lemmatization model similar to ours. The input sequence of lemmatization model for

the Latvian word cel,u (the genitive plural of the noun cel,š, meaning road) is a space-

separated character representation of a word combined with the output of morphological

tagger:

c e l, u NOUN Case=Gen Gender=Masc Number=Sing

The target output is a sequence of characters forming the lemma of the word: c e l, š.

Kanerva et al. (2019) experiment with 52 different languages and 76 different treebanks

comparing their pipeline approach to previous work that all make use of predicted mor-

phological tags and approach lemmatization as an edit-tree classification task (Chrupała,

2006): Baseline UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016), Stanford (Qi et al., 2018), UDPipe Future

(Straka, 2018). Additionally, authors compare againsts Lematus 20-ch. Lemmatizer by

Kanerva et al. (2019) shows the best overall results (95.4%) beating Lematus, Stanford

and UDPipe Future which all show comparable performance (94.0%), and leaving

Baseline UDPipe the last (92.3%). These results show that Lematus performs on par

or better than the models that explicitly relay on morphosyntactic features suggesting

that a simple sequence-to-sequence neural model that uses character-level context can

implicitly learn contextual representations that encode the morphosyntactic information

needed for lemmatization. Additionally, these experiments show that neural sequence-

to-sequence models (e.g., Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018)) perform on par or better

than the models that approach lemmatization as an edit-tree classification task (Straka

et al., 2016; Qi et al., 2018; Straka, 2018), with especially good performance when

trained on morphologically annotated data (Kanerva et al., 2019).

Malaviya et al. (2019) propose a joint neural model for morphological tagging

and lemmatization, and report similar findings. Across 20 languages their joint
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model gives an 0.37% absolute statistically significant improvement over the context-

sensitive version Lematus. Their analysis shows that lemmatization can be further

improved by better morphological tagging as lemmatizing results improve by an-

other 2.8% over their best system if predicted morphological tags are replaced by

reference tags. Consequently Malaviya et al. (2019) conclude that improved mor-

phological tagging should lead to better performance on lemmatization. Our exper-

iments on lemmatization using the reference morphological tags and POS confirm

this finding. Annotating inflected form with reference POS (e.g., c e l, u NOUN) on

average across 20 languages gives 1.6% statistically significant improvement (p <

0.001)1 over Lematus 20-ch, while adding reference morphological tags (e.g., c e l, u

NOUN Case=Gen Gender=Masc Number=Sing) gives another 1.6% (p< 0.001) amount-

ing to an average accuracy of 98.2%. Table 4.1 provide results for each individual

language. Although the overall trend is that using raw character context always yields

worse results than models using reference POS and morphological tags, Lematus 20-ch

sometimes performs on par or better than models using only reference POS. Examples

are results on German, Hindi and Urdu (see Table 4.1).

Malaviya et al. (2019) also report a strong negative correlation between the number

of tokens in training set and performance gains of their model over Lematus 20-ch.

The finding indicates that models which learn from dense morphosyntactic features

are better in low resource settings than the models that try to discover the relevant

morphosyntactic clues from character level sentence context. The numerically small

difference in overall results (∆0.37%), however, suggests that given sufficiently large

amounts of training data Lematus succeeds in extracting the relevant morphosyntactic

information from character level sentence context without the guidance of explicit

supervision. These findings are in line with work by Watson (2018) who reports similar

trends in her experiments on multi-task learning (Caruana, 1998). Namely, Watson

shows that adding POS prediction as an auxiliary task benefits lemmatization learning

in lower resource scenario (1k training instances, ∆+3.5% over Lematus 20-ch) more

than it improves lemmatization in higher resource scenario (10k training instances,

∆+1.4% over Lematus 20-ch).

1Maybe mistakenly so, in some places in the text, we report tighter bounds of significance in an
attempt to convey the magnitude of p values better. Nevertheless, everywhere in this work, the chosen
level of significance for the null hypothesis testing is p < 0.05. So, we deem results with p values greater
than 0.05 as not statistically significant and make no further claims based on them.
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All Ambig. Uns. All Ambig. Uns.

A
ra

bi
c Lematus 20-ch 93.4 95.4 58.9

It
al

ia
n Lematus 20-ch 98.0 96.4 89.1

POS 96.0 94.4 74.2 POS 99.3 98.9 95.1

POS+m.tags 97.3 96.6 93.5 POS+m.tags 99.4 99.1 99.0
B

as
qu

e Lematus 20-ch 96.6 91.1 89.3

L
at

vi
an Lematus 20-ch 87.3 74.8 74.8

POS 97.9 97.0 91.3 POS 90.7 80.2 81.7

POS+m.tags 98.7 99.6 95.7 POS+m.tags 97.3 97.6 95.7

C
r o

at
ia

n Lematus 20-ch 96.1 89.9 85.0

P o
lis

h Lematus 20-ch 94.8 93.6 85.7

POS 97.3 95.1 87.4 POS 96.7 98.7 90.0

POS+m.tags 98.6 96.6 94.9 POS+m.tags 98.5 99.3 96.0

D
ut

ch

Lematus 20-ch 97.6 95.2 90.8

P o
rt

ug
ue

se Lematus 20-ch 98.3 97.3 92.8

POS 98.6 98.4 95.4 POS 99.5 99.3 97.7

POS+m.tags 98.8 95.4 98.7 POS+m.tags 99.6 99.3 98.1

E
st

on
ia

n Lematus 20-ch 84.3 88.0 64.3
R

om
an

ia
n Lematus 20-ch 97.4 95.8 87.0

POS 91.3 91.9 78.7 POS 99.0 99.6 92.7

POS+m.tags 93.8 97.6 89.2 POS+m.tags 99.4 99.8 95.8

Fi
nn

is
h Lematus 20-ch 94.2 92.1 83.7

R
us

si
an Lematus 20-ch 95.3 80.5 88.3

POS 96.0 98.1 87.0 POS 96.8 96.3 91.3

POS+m.tags 97.1 97.6 93.5 POS+m.tags 98.5 95.1 97.2

G
er

m
an Lematus 20-ch 97.8 98.3 87.0

Sl
o v

ak

Lematus 20-ch 91.9 93.5 82.3

POS 97.6 98.4 86.2 POS 94.3 96.7 87.1

POS+m.tags 98.5 99.5 96.2 POS+m.tags 97.4 99.3 94.1

G
r e

ek

Lematus 20-ch 94.3 95.7 78.5

Sl
o v

en
e Lematus 20-ch 96.3 92.3 88.8

POS 95.6 98.8 82.8 POS 98.4 98.8 93.6

POS+m.tags 96.8 99.5 92.5 POS+m.tags 99.6 99.9 98.6

H
in

di

Lematus 20-ch 98.9 97.5 91.4

T u
rk

is
h Lematus 20-ch 95.4 85.9 87.8

POS 96.6 87.4 91.6 POS 97.5 95.2 92.9

POS+m.tags 99.2 98.3 96.5 POS+m.tags 99.0 96.0 98.0

H
un

ga
ri

an Lematus 20-ch 95.1 98.5 89.2

U
rd

u Lematus 20-ch 97.1 95.9 92.0

POS 96.5 99.1 91.9 POS 95.7 92.5 92.7

POS+m.tags 98.3 99.3 97.0 POS+m.tags 97.8 96.9 95.0

Table 4.1: Comparison of token level lemmatization exact match accuracy on 20

languages of Lematus using different representations for surface form disambiguation:

Lematus 20-ch - using 20 character left and right sentence contexts; POS - using

reference POS tags; POS+m.tags - using reference POS and morphosyntactic tags.
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4.2.1 Adjusted Ambiguity2

Most work on lemmatization learning either ignore ambiguity of inflected forms by

considering words in isolation (Wicentowski, 2002; Dreyer et al., 2008; Rastogi et al.,

2016; Makarov and Clematide, 2018b,a) or consider them implicitly as a part of joint

models or pipeline approaches for morphological tagging and lemmatization (Chrupała

et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015; Straka and Straková, 2017; Kanerva et al., 2019). To the

best of our knowledge, our work on general-purpose context-sensitive lemmatization

is the first to report lemmatization performance on ambiguous wordforms. Some of

the later work on lemmatization (Watson, 2018; Kirefu, 2018; Malaviya et al., 2019)

follow our example and report results on ambiguous forms separately from other views

of results (e.g., results on unseen forms, seen unambiguous forms, all forms).

In Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) we define ambiguity empirically: “ambiguous

tokens are wordforms occurring with more than one lemma within the training set.” As

first pointed out by Kirefu (2018), our approach for identifying ambiguous forms does

not account for annotation errors, thus overestimating the number of ambiguous forms.

To address this flaw Kirefu propose a more robust measure of ambiguity, adjusted

ambiguity, which relays on form’s empirical entropy over its lemmas:

H(Xw) =−
L

∑
l

P(l|w)logP(l|w) (4.1)

To filter out the erroneously ambiguous cases, Kirefu defines form as ambiguous if the

empirical entropy over its lemmas is greater than 0.1 in the full training set. Table 4.2

gives examples of Latvian words with more than one lemma in UDT training set for

which the empirical entropy over their lemmas is less than 0.1. All of these seemingly

ambiguous tokens are correctly identified as ambiguous due to annotation errors. It

is worth noting, however, that the threshold of 0.1 requires around 50 occurrences

of correctly annotated examples for every erroneously annotated example. Therefore

adjusted ambiguity discovers annotation errors only in the frequent tokens and not in

the infrequent ones. The effect of the method’s insensitivity to annotation errors in

infrequent tokens, however, is marginal as long as genuinely ambiguous types are more

prevalent than the annotation errors. Erroneously ambiguous frequent tokens, on the

other hand, are easy to lemmatize correctly by always choosing the most frequent (the
2In this section, we address an issue with the erroneously overestimated rate of the ambiguity in a

sample of language. It might seem that addressing the underestimation of the rate of ambiguity due to
rare forms not being present in the data set is also in place. Underestimation, however, is out of the scope
of this work, as it is concerned with the empirical token level ambiguity in a given sample of language
and not the type level ambiguity in the language as a whole.
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entropy inflection lemmas (counts) Eng. translation

0.095 / null (1); / (51) /

0.062 gada Gadis (1); gads (88) year

0.040 ko ko (1); kas (151) what

0.098 laikā Laika (1); laiks (49) time

0.087 latvijas latvija (2); Latvija (115) Latvia

0.064 lı̄dz Lı̄dz (1); lı̄dz (84) till

0.019 no NO (1); no (371) from

0.067 pa PA (1); pa (79) on

0.086 tam tam (1); tas (58) that

0.024 vai Vai (1); vai (271) or

0.097 vin, as Vin, a (1); vin, a (50) she

Table 4.2: Latvian words with more than one lemma in training set for which the

empirical entropy over their lemmas is less than 0.1. All of these seemingly ambiguous

tokens are correctly identified as ambiguous due to annotation errors. Correct lemmas

are bold.

only valid) lemma. Identifying and filtering out these cases is crucial as they artificially

inflate lemmatization results on ambiguous tokens.

In this work we use empirically ambiguous words to characterize languages (Sec-

tion 4 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018)), select context representation (Section 5

of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018)), evaluate models and analyze patterns across

languages (Section 6 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018)). To see to what extent (if at

all) annotation errors affect our results and conclusions we provide updated figures using

adjusted ambiguity. In Section 4 to quantify how frequently lemmatizers have to rely

on context to disambiguate ambiguous tokens, we show the percentage of ambiguous

tokens in each language, in either the full or reduced training sets. Figure 4.1 shows the

updated trends using adjusted ambiguity. The figure shows that ambiguity measure that

we used in Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) overestimated the number of ambiguous

tokens by up to 25% absolute (Urdu). Varying rates of annotation errors could be the

reason for the different rates of overestimation across languages. We also observed

that across all 20 languages, the levels of productivity and ambiguity are negatively

correlated, with a rank correlation of R =−0.57, p < 0.05 after controlling for training

data size. When using the adjusted ambiguity the rank correlation was R = −0.52,
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Figure 4.1: Updated using adjusted ambiguity. Percent of ambiguous tokens within the

full training set. For comparison the bars in red give the original ambiguity estimates

used in the paper.

p < 0.05.

Basel. 0-ch 5-Ch 1 0-ch 15-Ch 20-ch 25-Ch BPE Word

BG 68.7 66.3 81.3 85.2 85.6 87.3 83.3 87.0 78.7

HE 87.7 85.5 89.3 90.2 90.7 91.5 90.7 87.5 82.8

LV 75.1 73.1 75.8 72.2 73.2 76.1 73.7 72.1 72.4

FA 71.4 66.8 75.9 76.8 78.1 75.9 74.9 82.8 86.9
PL 75.8 79.6 85.4 81.7 81.4 84.5 83.5 81.6 74.9

TR 75.2 73.5 82.4 81.5 81.1 81.1 81.9 76.4 67.7

AVG 75.7 74.1 81.7 81.3 81.7 82.7 81.3 81.2 77.2

Original 85.6 86.6 80.5 83.4 86.3 87.1 83.4 83.3 78.5

Table 4.3: Updated using adjusted ambiguity. Lemmatization exact match accuracy on

ambiguous tokens of dev sets, for baseline and for Lematus using various context

representations: N characters, Byte Pair Encoding units, or words. For comparison the

last row gives the original average values used in the paper.

In Section 5 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) we use model’s performance
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Original Ambig. Adjusted Ambig.

Baseline 88.0 79.7

Morfette 91.4 85.5

Lemming 92.4† 86.8†

Ch-2017 90.7 84.8

Lematus 0-ch 88.8 80.4

Lematus 20-ch 92.4† 86.9†

Table 4.4: Updated using adjusted ambiguity. Lemmatization exact match accuracy on

ambiguous tokens, averaged across all 20 languages in the full training scenario. We

compare Lematus with/without context (20-ch/0-ch), the most frequent lemma baseline,

and three previous systems. The numerically highest score in each column is bold; †

indicate statistically significant improvements over Lematus 0-ch (p < 0.05). For

comparison the Original Ambig. column gives the original values used in the paper.

on ambiguous tokens to select the best Lematus context representation. Table 4.3

contains the lemmatization exact match accuracy on tokens selected by adjusted ambi-

guity. Although results are up to 10% lower than previously, the best Lematus context

representation nevertheless is 20-ch.

Section 6 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) reports the overall results and results

on individual languages. The Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2 contain the corresponding results

using adjusted ambiguity. Although numerical values have changed the overall ranking

of results nor the statistical significance values, have not.

In Section 6 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) we also analyze patterns across

languages. For example, we observed that Lematus 20-ch is actually more accurate for

languages with greater ambiguity (R = 0.44, p = 0.05). Similarly, we observed that the

main benefit of Lematus 20-ch over Lematus 0-ch is for languages with more ambiguity

(R = 0.67, p < 0.05). In both cases adjusted ambiguity measure gives similar results

(R = 0.64, p < 0.05 and R = 0.49, p < 0.05 respectively).

4.3 Conclusions

We have introduced Lematus, a lemmatizer based on a standard encoder-decoder

architecture, which incorporates character-level sentence context. Lematus bridges the
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(a) Results on ambiguous tokens updated using adjusted ambiguity.

(b) The original plot of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) for comparison.

Figure 4.2: Lemmatization development set exact match accuracy on ambiguous words.

gap between the work that approach lemmatization by considering words in isolation

(Wicentowski, 2002; Dreyer et al., 2008; Rastogi et al., 2016; Makarov and Clematide,

2018b,a) and the previous work on context-sensitive lemmatization that so far has

trained on complete lemma annotated sentences labeled with POS and/or morphological

tags (Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017). Empirically,

we have shown that our context-sensitive model without using any of these, yields

better results than the best competitor system (Lemming) in the full data setting and

performed on par in the lower-resource (10k training instances) setting. Although

in terms of the number of training instances neither of the training data settings we

used is low-resource, the simplified training data format of Lematus models (focus

word in immediate sentence context and its lemma) is a contribution to the direction of

low-resource lemmatization learning.

After the publication of this work, Lematus has been considered state-of-the-art in

context-sensitive lemmatization and is used as a simple yet strong baseline for other

work on lemmatization (Kirefu, 2018; Watson, 2018; Makarov and Clematide, 2018a;

Kanerva et al., 2019; Malaviya et al., 2019).
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In addition to strong empirical results, we tried to explain when and why our model

improves over previous work on lemmatization. To that end, we carefully evaluated

our results by considering different views on data (e.g., empirically ambiguous tokens,

unseen tokens, seen unambiguous tokens as well as all tokens) as well as contrasting

the context-sensitive and the context-free versions of our model with strong baselines.

We found that in the high resource scenario, including context improves results both for

ambiguous and for unseen words. However, we also learned that our model without

context yields significantly better results on unseen words than any of the previous

context-sensitive models. This suggests that the previous models had not been efficient

at utilizing the information provided by the word form itself. This work is the first

we know of to carefully evaluate to what extent (if at all) the use of context helps

lemmatization of unseen and ambiguous cases, which is another contribution of this

work.

Finally, we hypothesized that the success of data-driven lemmatization depends

on a language’s productivity, ambiguity, and regularity. Our cross-linguistic analysis

indicated that the proportions of unseen words and ambiguous words in a language are

anti-correlated. Altogether, in the high resource setting considered here, our results

suggested that context-free neural lemmatization is surprisingly effective and may be a

reasonable option if the language contains many unseen words but few ambiguous ones.

In the high resource setting, context is likely to help in most languages, but the main

boost is for languages with higher ambiguity. The role of context in a lower resource

scenario is considered in the next chapter.
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(a) The updated plot using adjusted ambiguity.

(b) The original plot of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) for comparison.

Figure 4.3: Lemmatization accuracy of Lematus 20-ch on all dev set tokens v.s. percent

of ambiguous tokens.



Chapter 5

Data Augmentation for Context-

Sensitive Neural Lemmatization Using

Inflection Tables and Raw Text

5.1 Introduction to the Paper

In the previous chapter, we showed that lemmatization is best learned using sentence

context. When using context, our Lematus model yielded better accuracy on ambiguous

and unseen words than when considering inflected forms in isolation. Contrary to the

more conventional approach of learning from complete lemma annotated sentences

(Chrupała et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017; Malaviya et al.,

2019), our model’s competitive performance attested that it is sufficient to represent the

sentence context as the n surrounding characters of the focus word.

In this chapter, we make further use of this finding to train context sensitive lemma-

tizers in a low resource setting. We decouple the focus word and its immediate sentence

context from the rest of the sentence to show that in a low resource setting it is more

efficient to learn from n distinct types rather than learning from n contiguous labeled

tokens. We then use this result to combine the efficiency of type-based learning with

the benefits of context and propose a data augmentation method that allows training a

context-sensitive lemmatizer with little or no labeled corpus data. Our method combines

unambiguous inflection-lemma pairs from the Universal Morphology1 (UM, Kirov

et al. (2018)) project with their sentence contexts obtained from Wikipedia. Our results

indicate that despite the limitations of such training examples, the model successfully

1http://unimorph.org
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generalizes from them, leading to improved overall accuracy and accuracy on unseen

words in comparison to a baseline that does not use context (Makarov and Clematide,

2018b).
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Abstract

Lemmatization aims to reduce the sparse data
problem by relating the inflected forms of a
word to its dictionary form. Using context can
help, both for unseen and ambiguous words.
Yet most context-sensitive approaches require
full lemma-annotated sentences for training,
which may be scarce or unavailable in low-
resource languages. In addition (as shown
here), in a low-resource setting, a lemmatizer
can learn more from n labeled examples of
distinct words (types) than from n (contigu-
ous) labeled tokens, since the latter contain
far fewer distinct types. To combine the ef-
ficiency of type-based learning with the ben-
efits of context, we propose a way to train
a context-sensitive lemmatizer with little or
no labeled corpus data, using inflection tables
from the UniMorph project and raw text exam-
ples from Wikipedia that provide sentence con-
texts for the unambiguous UniMorph exam-
ples. Despite these being unambiguous exam-
ples, the model successfully generalizes from
them, leading to improved results (both over-
all, and especially on unseen words) in com-
parison to a baseline that does not use context.

1 Introduction

Many lemmatizers work on isolated wordforms
(Wicentowski, 2002; Dreyer et al., 2008; Rastogi
et al., 2016; Makarov and Clematide, 2018b,a).
Lemmatizing in context can improve accuracy
on ambiguous and unseen words (Bergmanis and
Goldwater, 2018), but most systems for context-
sensitive lemmatization must train on complete sen-
tences labeled with POS and/or morphological tags
as well as lemmas, and have only been tested with
20k-300k training tokens (Chrupała et al., 2008;
Müller et al., 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2017).1

1The smallest of these corpora contains 20k tokens of
Bengali annotated only with lemmas, which Chakrabarty et al.
(2017) reported took around two person months to create.

Intuitively, though, sentence-annotated data is
inefficient for training a lemmatizer, especially in
low-resource settings. Training on (say) 1000 word
types will provide far more information about a
language’s morphology than training on 1000 con-
tiguous tokens, where fewer types are represented.
As noted above, sentence data can help with am-
biguous and unseen words, but we show here that
when data is scarce, this effect is small relative
to the benefit of seeing more word types.2 Mo-
tivated by this result, we propose a training data
augmentation method that combines the efficiency
of type-based learning and the expressive power
of a context-sensitive model.3 We use Lematus
(Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2018), a state-of-the-
art lemmatizer that learns from lemma-annotated
words in their N -character contexts. No predic-
tions about surrounding words are used, so fully
annotated training sentences are not needed. We
exploit this fact by combining two sources of train-
ing data: 1k lemma-annotated types (with con-
texts) from the Universal Dependency Treebank
(UDT) v2.24 (Nivre et al., 2017), plus examples ob-
tained by finding unambiguous word-lemma pairs
in inflection tables from the Universal Morphology
(UM) project5 and collecting sentence contexts for
them from Wikipedia. Although these examples
are noisy and biased, we show that they improve
lemmatization accuracy in experiments on 10 lan-
guages, and that the use of context helps, both
overall and especially on unseen words.

2 Method

Lematus (Bergmanis and Goldwater, 2018) is a
neural sequence-to-sequence model with attention

2Garrette et al. (2013) found the same for POS tagging.
3Code and data: https://bitbucket.org/

tomsbergmanis/data_augumentation_um_wiki
4http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-2837
5http://unimorph.org



inspired by the re-inflection model of Kann and
Schütze (2016), which won the 2016 SIGMOR-
PHON shared task (Cotterell et al., 2016). It
is built using the Nematus machine translation
toolkit,6 which uses the architecture of Sennrich
et al. (2017): a 2-layer bidirectional GRU encoder
and a 2-layer decoder with a conditional GRU (Sen-
nrich et al., 2017) in the first layer and a GRU in
the second layer.

Lematus takes as input a character sequence rep-
resenting the wordform in its N -character context,
and outputs the characters of the lemma. Special in-
put symbols are used to represent the left and right
boundary of the target wordform (<lc>, <rc>)
and other word boundaries (<s>). For example, if
N = 15, the system trained on Latvian would be
expected to produce the characters of the lemma
ceļš (meaning road) given input such as:
s a k a <s> p a š v a l d ı̄ b u

<lc> c e ļ u <rc>
u n <s> i e l u <s> r e ǵ i s t r

When N = 0 (Lematus 0-ch), no context is
used, making Lematus 0-ch comparable to other
systems that do not model context (Dreyer et al.,
2008; Rastogi et al., 2016; Makarov and Clematide,
2018b,a). In our experiments we use both Lematus
0-ch and Lematus 20-ch (20 characters of context),
which was the best-performing system reported by
Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018).

2.1 Data Augmentation
Our data augmentation method uses UM inflec-
tion tables and creates additional training exam-
ples by finding Wikipedia sentences that use the
inflected wordforms in context, pairing them with
their lemma as shown in the inflection table. How-
ever, we cannot use all the words in the tables be-
cause some of them are ambiguous: for example,
Figure 1 shows that the form ceļi could be lem-
matized either as ceļš or celis. Since we don’t
know which would be correct for any particular
Wikipedia example, we only collect examples for
forms which are unambiguous according to the UM
tables. However, this method is only as good as
the coverage of the UM tables. For example, if
UM doesn’t include a table for the Latvian verb
celt, then the underlined forms in Table 1 would be
incorrectly labeled as unambiguous.

6Code for Nematus: https://github.com/
EdinburghNLP/nematus, Code for Lematus:
https://bitbucket.org/tomsbergmanis/
lematus.git

noun: ceļš noun: celis
SG PL SG PL

NOM ceļš ceļi celis ceļi
GEN ceļa ceļu ceļa ceļu
DAT ceļam ceļiem celim ceļiem
ACC ceļu ceļus celi ceļus
INS ceļu ceļiem celi ceļiem
LOC ceļā ceļos celı̄ ceļos
VOC ceļ ceļi celi ceļi

Table 1: Example UM inflection tables for Latvian
nouns ceļš (road) and celis (knee). The crossed out
forms are examples of evidently ambiguous forms that
are not used for data augmentation because of being
shared by the two lemmas. The underlined forms ap-
pear unambiguous in this toy example but actually con-
flict with inflections of the verb celt (to lift).

There are several other issues with this method
that could potentially limit its usefulness. First, the
UM tables only include verbs, nouns and adjectives,
whereas we test the system on UDT data, which
includes all parts of speech. Second, by excluding
ambiguous forms, we may be restricting the added
examples to a non-representative subset of the po-
tential inflections, or the system may simply ignore
the context because it isn’t needed for these exam-
ples. Finally, there are some annotation differences
between UM and UDT.7 Despite all of these issues,
however, we show below that the added examples
and their contexts do actually help.

3 Experimental Setup

Baselines and Training Parameters We use
four baselines: (1) Lemming8 (Müller et al.,
2015) is a context-sensitive system that uses
log-linear models to jointly tag and lemmatize
the data, and is trained on sentences annotated
with both lemmas and POS tags. (2) The hard
monotonic attention model (HMAM)9 (Makarov
and Clematide, 2018b) is a neural sequence-to-
sequence model with a hard attention mechanism
that advances through the sequence monotonically.
It is trained on word-lemma pairs (without context)

7Recent efforts to unify the two resources have mostly
focused on validating dataset schema (McCarthy et al., 2018),
leaving conflicts in word lemmas unresolved. We estimated
(by counting types that are unambiguous in each dataset but
have different lemmas across them) that annotation inconsis-
tencies affect up to 1% of types in the languages we used.

8http://cistern.cis.lmu.de/lemming
9https://github.com/ZurichNLP/

coling2018-neural-transition-based-
morphology



with character-level alignments learned in a prepro-
cessing step using an alignment model, and it has
proved to be competitive in low resource scenarios.
(3) Our naive Baseline outputs the most frequent
lemma (or one lemma at random from the options
that are equally frequent) for words observed in
training. For unseen words it outputs the wordform
itself. (4) We also try a baseline data augmentation
approach (AE Aug Baseline) inspired by Bergma-
nis et al. (2017) and Kann and Schütze (2017),
who showed that adding training examples where
the network simply learns to auto-encode corpus
words can improve morphological inflection results
in low-resource settings. The AE Aug Baseline
is a variant of Lematus 0-ch which augments the
UDT lemmatization examples by auto-encoding
the inflected forms of the UM examples (i.e., it
just treats them as corpus words). Comparing AE
Aug Baseline to Lematus 0-ch augmented with UM
lemma-inflection examples tells us whether using
the UM lemma information helps more than simply
auto-encoding more inflected examples.

To train the models we use the default settings
for Lemming and the suggested lemmatization pa-
rameters for HMAM. We mainly follow the hy-
perparameters used by Bergmanis and Goldwater
(2018) for Lematus; details are in Appendix B.

Languages and Training Data We conduct pre-
liminary experiments on five development lan-
guages: Estonian, Finnish, Latvian, Polish, and
Russian. In our final experiments we also add Bul-
garian, Czech, Romanian, Swedish and Turkish.
We vary the amount and type of training data (types
vs. tokens, UDT only, UM only, or UDT plus up to
10k UM examples), as described in Section 4.

To obtain N UM-based training examples, we
select the first N unambiguous UM types (with
their sentence contexts) from shuffled Wikipedia
sentences. For experiments with j > 1 examples
per type, we first find all UM types with at least
j sentence contexts in Wikipedia and then choose
the N distinct types and their j contexts uniformly
at random.

Evaluation To evaluate models’ ability to lem-
matize wordforms in their sentence context we
follow Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) and use
the full UDT development and test sets. Unlike
Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) who reported to-
ken level lemmatization exact match accuracy, we
report type-level macro averaged lemmatization ex-

Ambig. Unseen All

T o
ke

ns

Baseline 41.0 26.6 31.0
Lemming 38.2 48.3 50.6

HMAM 41.4 50.2 52.1
Lematus 0-ch 39.9 43.7 46.8

Lematus 20-ch 38.4 42.8 45.8

Ty
pe

s

Baseline 45.0 26.6 32.4
Lemming N/A N/A N/A

HMAM 41.8 53.7 56.3
Lematus 0-ch 42.5 53.7 55.1

Lematus 20-ch 43.1 51.7 54.9

Table 2: Average type level lemmatization exact match
accuracy on five development languages in type and to-
ken based training data scenarios. Colour-scale is com-
puted over the whole Ambig. column and over all but
Baseline rows for the other columns.

act match accuracy. This measure better reflects
improvements on unseen words, which tend to be
rare but are more important (since a most-frequent-
lemma baseline does very well on seen words, as
shown by Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018)).

We separately report performance on unseen and
ambiguous tokens. For a fair comparison across
scenarios with different training sets, we count as
unseen only words that are not ambiguous and are
absent from all training sets/scenarios introduced in
Section 4. Due to the small training sets, between
70-90% of dev set types are classed as unseen in
each language. We define a type as ambiguous if
the empirical entropy over its lemmas is greater
than 0.1 in the full original UDT training splits.10

According to this measure, only 1.2-5.3% of dev set
types are classed as ambiguous in each language.

Significance Testing All systems are trained and
tested on ten languages. To test for statistically
significant differences between the results of two
systems we use a Monte Carlo method: for each
set of results (i.e. a set of 10 numerical values)
we generate 10000 random samples, where each
sample swaps the results of the two systems for
each language with a probability of 0.5. We then
obtain a p-value as the proportion of samples for
which the difference on average was at least as large
as the difference observed in our experiments.

4 Experiments, Results, and Discussion

Types vs. Tokens and Context in Very Low Re-
source Settings We compare training on the first

10This measure, adjusted ambiguity, was defined by Kirefu
(2018), who noticed that many frequent wordforms appear to
have multiple lemmas due to annotation errors. The adjusted
ambiguity filters out these cases.



Figure 1: Average type level lemmatization exact
match accuracy on unseen words of five development
languages. X-axis: thousands of types in training data.

1k tokens vs. first 1k distinct types of the UDT
training sets. Table 2 shows that if only 1k ex-
amples are available, using types is clearly better
for all systems. Although Lematus does relatively
poorly on the token data, it benefits the most from
switching to types, putting it on par with HMAM
and suggesting is it likely to benefit more from ad-
ditional type data. Lemming requires token-based
data, but does worse than HMAM (a context-free
method) in the token-based setting, and we also
see no benefit from context in comparing Lematus
20-ch vs Lematus 0-ch. So overall, in this very
low-resource scenario with no data augmentation,
context does not appear to help.

Using UM + Wikipedia Only We now try train-
ing only on UM + Wikipedia examples, rather than
examples from UDT. We use 1k, 2k or 5k unam-
biguous types from UM with a single example con-
text from Wikipedia for each. With 5k types we
also try adding more example contexts (2, 3, or 5
examples for each type).

Figure 1 presents the results (for unseen words
only). As with the UDT experiments, there is little
difference between Lematus 20-ch and Lematus 0-
ch in the smallest data setting. However, when the
number of training types increases to 5k, the bene-
fits of context begin to show, with Lematus 20-ch
yielding a 1.6% statistically significant (p < 0.001)
improvement over Lematus 0-ch. The results for
increasing the number of examples per type are
numerically higher than the one-example case, but
the differences are not statistically significant.

It is worth noting that the accuracy even with 5k
UM types is considerably lower than the accuracy
of the model trained on only 1k UDT types (see
Table 2). We believe this discrepancy is due to
the issues of biased/incomplete data noted above.

DEVELOPMENT TEST

Am
bi

g.

Un
se

en

Al
l

Al
l

1k UDT types (No augmentation)

Baseline 49.1 30.8 36.7 -
HMAM 46.3 58.9†‡ 61.5†‡ 62.6†‡

Lematus 0-ch 46.5 55.0 58.5 59.1‡

Lematus 20-ch 45.0 54.3 57.7 57.7

1k UDT types + 1k UM types

Baseline 45.9 30.8 38.4 -
AE Aug Baseline 45.6 57.5 60.4 60.8

HMAM 45.9 60.2 64.2 64.3
Lematus 0-ch 46.6 59.0 63.4 63.6

Lematus 20-ch 49.8∗ 61.7∗† 65.5∗† 65.3†

1k UDT types + 5k UM types

Baseline 55.4∗†‡ 30.7 41.7 -
AE Aug Baseline 46.0 58.8 61.3 61.6

HMAM 46.7 60.8 65.7 65.7
Lematus 0-ch 46.2 61.5 66.1 66.4

Lematus 20-ch 48.6 65.4∗† 69.2∗† 69.5 ∗†

1k UDT types + 10k UM types

Baseline 54.9∗† 31.2 43.5 -
AE Aug Baseline 46.3 58.6 61.2 61.7

HMAM 45.4 60.8 65.5 65.3
Lematus 0-ch 45.5 62.1 66.4 66.4

Lematus 20-ch 49.5∗ 66.7∗† 70.6∗† 70.9∗†

Table 3: Average lemmatization accuracy for all 10
languages, trained on 1k UDT types (No aug.), or 1k
UDT plus 1k, 5k, or 10k UM types with contexts from
Wikipedia. The numerically highest scores in each
data setting are bold; ∗, †, and ‡ indicate statistically
significant improvements over HMAM (Makarov and
Clematide, 2018b), Lematus 0-ch and 20-ch, respec-
tively (all p < 0.05; see text for details). Colour-scale
is computed over the whole Ambig. column and over
all but Baseline rows for the other columns.

For example, we analyzed the Latvian data and
found that the available tables for nouns, verbs,
and adjectives give rise to 78 paradigm slots. The
17 POS tags in UDT give rise to about 10 times as
many paradigm slots, although only 448 are present
in the unseen words of the dev set. Of these, 197
are represented amongst the 1k UDT training types,
whereas only 25 are included in the 1k UM training
types. As a result, about 72% of the unseen types
of dev set have no representative of their paradigm
slot in 1k types of UM, whereas this figure is only
17% for the 1k types of UDT.
Data Augmentation Although UM + Wikipedia
examples alone are not sufficient to train a good
lemmatizer, they might improve a low-resource
baseline trained on UDT data. To see, we aug-
mented the 1k UDT types with 1k, 5k or 10k UM



Figure 2: Lematus 20-ch lemmatization accuracy for
each language on all types in the dev sets.

types with contexts from Wikipedia.
Table 3 summarizes the results, showing that de-

spite the lower quality of the UM + Wikipedia ex-
amples, using them improves results of all systems,
and more so with more examples. Improvements
are especially strong for unseen types, which consti-
tute more than 70% of types in the dev set. Further-
more, the benefit of the additional UM examples is
above and beyond the effect of auto-encoding (AE
Aug Baseline) for all systems in all data scenarios.

Considering the two context-free models,
HMAM does better on the un-augmented 1k UDT
data, but (as predicted by our results above) it bene-
fits less from data augmentation than does Lematus
0-ch, so with added data they are statistically equiv-
alent (p = 0.07 on the test set with 10k UM).

More importantly, Lematus 20-ch begins to out-
perform the context-free models with as few as 1k
UM + Wikipedia examples, and the difference in-
creases with more examples, eventually reaching
over 4% better on the test set than the next best
model (Lematus 0-ch) when 10k UM + Wikipedia
examples are used (p < 0.001) This indicates that
the system can learn useful contextual cues even
from unambiguous training examples.

Finally, Figure 2 gives a breakdown of Lematus
20-ch dev set accuracy for individual languages,
showing that data augmentation helps consistently,
although results suggest diminishing returns.

Data Augmentation in Medium Resource Set-
ting To examine the extent to which augmented
data can help in the medium resource setting of 10k
continuous tokens of UDT used in previous work,
we follow Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) and
train Lematus 20-ch models for all ten languages
using the first 10k tokens of UDT and compare
them with models trained on 10k tokens of UDT
augmented with 10k UM types. To provide a better
comparison of our results, we report both the type
and the token level development set accuracy. First

Type accuracy: Ambig. Unseen All

1k UDT+10k UM 49.5 66.7 70.6
10k UDT tok. 59.6 71.4 76.6
10k UDT tok.+10k UM 60.8 75.1 80.1

Token accuracy: Ambig. Uns. All

1k UDT+10k UM 55.5 66.5 77.0
10k UDT tok. 72.4 72.5 85.3
10k UDT tok.+10k UM 72.3 75.3 87.3

Table 4: Lematus 20-ch average lemmatization type
and token accuracy for all 10 languages, trained on 1k
UDT types, 1k UDT augmented with 10k UM types,
10k UDT continuous tokens, or 10k UDT continuous
tokens augmented with 10k UM types. Unless speci-
fied otherwise data consists of distinct types.

of all, Table 4 shows that training on 10k continu-
ous tokens of UDT yields a token level accuracy
that is about 8% higher than when using the 1k
types of UDT augmented with 10k UM types—the
best-performing data augmentation systems (see
Table 3). Again, we believe this performance gap
is due to the issues with the biased/incomplete data
noted above. For example, we analyzed errors that
were unique to the model trained on the Latvian
augmented data and found that 41% of the errors
were due to wrongly lemmatized words other than
nouns, verbs, and adjectives—the three POSs with
available inflection tables in UM. For instance, im-
properly lemmatized pronouns amounted to 14%
of the errors on the Latvian dev set. Table 4 also
shows that UM examples with Wikipedia contexts
benefit lemmatization not only in the low but also
the medium resource setting, yielding statistically
significant type and token level accuracy gains over
models trained on 10k UDT continuous tokens
alone (for both Unseen and All p < 0.001).

5 Conclusion
We proposed a training data augmentation method
that combines the efficiency of type-based learn-
ing and the expressive power of a context-sensitive
lemmatization model. The proposed method uses
Wikipedia sentences to provide contextualized ex-
amples for unambiguous inflection-lemma pairs
from UniMorph tables. These examples are noisy
and biased, but nevertheless they improve lemma-
tization accuracy on all ten languages both in low
(1k) and medium (10k) resource settings. In par-
ticular, we showed that context is helpful, both
overall and especially on unseen words—the first
work we know of to demonstrate improvements
from context in a very low-resource setting.
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A Lematus Training

Lematus is implemented using the Nematus ma-
chine translation toolkit11. We use default training
parameters of Lematus as specified by Bergma-
nis and Goldwater (2018) except for early stopping
with patience (Prechelt, 1998) which we increase to
20. Similar to Bergmanis and Goldwater (2018) we
use the first epochs as a burn-in period, after which
we validate the current model by its lemmatization
exact match accuracy on the first 3k instances of
development set and save this model if it performs
better than the previous best model. We choose a
burn-in period of 20 and validation interval of 5
epochs for models that we train on datasets up to
2k instances and a burn-in period of 10 and valida-
tion interval of 2 epochs for others. As we work
with considerably smaller datasets than Bergma-
nis and Goldwater (2018) we reduce the effective
model size and increase the rate of convergence
by tying the input embeddings of the encoder, the
decoder and the softmax output embeddings (Press
and Wolf, 2017).

B Data Preparation

Wikipedia database dumps contain XML structured
articles that are formatted using the wikitext markup
language. To obtain wordforms in their sentence
context we 1) use WikiExtractor12 to extract plain
text from Wikipedia database dumps, followed by
scripts from Moses statistical machine translation
system13 (Koehn et al., 2007) to 2) split text into
sentences (split-sentences.perl), and 3) extract sep-
arate tokens (tokenizer.perl). Finally, we shuffle
the extracted sentences to encourage homogeneous
type distribution across the entire text.

11https://github.com/EdinburghNLP/
nematus

12https://github.com/attardi/
wikiextractor

13https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder



C Result Breakdown by Language

Type accuracy: Ambig. Unseen All
B

ul
ga

ri
an

Baseline 63.5 39.3 45.0
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 50.7 61.0 63.5
Lematus 0-ch 45.9 51.3 55.7

Lematus 20-ch 41.6 47.2 52.1

C
ze

ch

Baseline 38.1 31.2 33.0
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 45.2 66.8 66.7
Lematus 0-ch 40.7 59.9 60.1

Lematus 20-ch 40.1 58.3 58.6

E
st

on
ia

n Baseline 51.0 24.1 32.0
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 39.9 41.2 46.2
Lematus 0-ch 38.0 42.8 47.6

Lematus 20-ch 47.8 39.9 45.9

Fi
nn

is
h

Baseline 46.4 21.3 26.1
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 44.7 48.0 50.4
Lematus 0-ch 44.4 41.5 44.9

Lematus 20-ch 44.6 43.0 46.0

L
at

vi
an

Baseline 42.4 25.6 31.6
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 44.0 52.6 55.6
Lematus 0-ch 47.1 51.8 55.2

Lematus 20-ch 43.1 52.1 55.2

Po
lis

h

Baseline 42.9 26.6 33.3
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 41.2 60.5 62.4
Lematus 0-ch 40.9 60.4 62.6

Lematus 20-ch 35.5 59.7 62.2

R
om

an
ia

n Baseline 27.6 34.9 40.0
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 38.8 55.1 57.9
Lematus 0-ch 44.6 50.2 54.5

Lematus 20-ch 40.7 50.9 54.9

R
us

si
an

Baseline 43.0 34.9 39.0
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 39.3 66.4 67.0
Lematus 0-ch 42.3 63.4 65.4

Lematus 20-ch 44.6 63.7 65.5

Sw
ed

is
h Baseline 77.8 42.8 52.7

AE Aug Baseline - - -
HMAM 58.5 67.7 72.6

Lematus 0-ch 59.5 64.1 70.1
Lematus 20-ch 54.0 62.6 68.1

T u
rk

is
h

Baseline 58.8 26.6 33.6
AE Aug Baseline - - -

HMAM 60.2 69.6 72.3
Lematus 0-ch 61.8 64.7 68.4

Lematus 20-ch 58.2 65.4 68.6

Table 5: Individual type level lemmatization ac-
curacy for all 10 languages on development set,
trained on 1k UDT types (no augmentation) with
contexts from Wikipedia. The numerically highest
scores for each language are bold. For the summary
of results see Table 3.

Type accuracy: Ambig. Unseen All

B
ul

ga
ri

an

Baseline 64.3 39.3 47.2
AE Aug Baseline 49.2 60.3 63.3

HMAM 41.4 63.8 67.4
Lematus 0-ch 49.2 59.2 64.2

Lematus 20-ch 53.3 61.7 66.2

C
ze

ch

Baseline 40.3 31.2 34.2
AE Aug Baseline 42.5 63.6 63.6

HMAM 42.5 64.9 66.6
Lematus 0-ch 38.9 58.7 60.9

Lematus 20-ch 53.3 61.7 66.2

E
st

on
ia

n Baseline 58.1 24.1 34.4
AE Aug Baseline 41.4 42.6 47.4

HMAM 47.9 43.8 51.4
Lematus 0-ch 48.1 45.2 52.5

Lematus 20-ch 45.4 46.3 52.9

Fi
nn

is
h

Baseline 46.3 21.3 27.4
AE Aug Baseline 44.3 43.3 45.5

HMAM 45.6 55.7 59.3
Lematus 0-ch 47.1 55.2 59.3

Lematus 20-ch 49.2 56.6 60.3
L

at
vi

an

Baseline 45.4 25.6 33.7
AE Aug Baseline 38.8 52.2 54.9

HMAM 42.7 52.7 56.9
Lematus 0-ch 45.2 51.8 56.4

Lematus 20-ch 48.6 56.3 59.2

Po
lis

h

Baseline 46.3 26.6 35.4
AE Aug Baseline 37.5 62.7 64.8

HMAM 37.4 62.0 66.4
Lematus 0-ch 45.3 62.3 67.1

Lematus 20-ch 38.1 66.9 70.3

R
om

an
ia

n Baseline 37.7 34.9 43.3
AE Aug Baseline 42.6 53.2 57.0

HMAM 48.3 57.3 62.7
Lematus 0-ch 51.1 57.0 62.8

Lematus 20-ch 49.0 55.9 61.2

R
us

si
an

Baseline 44.4 34.7 40.6
AE Aug Baseline 42.6 65.7 67.1

HMAM 43.2 66.1 68.3
Lematus 0-ch 38.7 64.6 67.3

Lematus 20-ch 50.3 67.6 70.4

Sw
ed

is
h Baseline 78.4 42.8 54.2

AE Aug Baseline 58.4 64.8 70.3
HMAM 53.5 68.9 73.8

Lematus 0-ch 48.8 70.9 75.4
Lematus 20-ch 56.4 69.7 74.8

Tu
rk

is
h

Baseline 59.9 26.6 35.5
AE Aug Baseline 58.6 66.9 69.9

HMAM 56.1 67.0 69.4
Lematus 0-ch 54.1 65.2 67.8

Lematus 20-ch 62.9 70.6 73.7

Table 6: Individual type level lemmatization ac-
curacy for all 10 languages on development set,
trained on 1k UDT types plus 1k UM types with
contexts from Wikipedia. The numerically highest
scores for each language are bold. For the summary
of results see Table 3.



Type accuracy: Ambig. Unseen All
B

ul
ga

ri
an

Baseline 67.2% 39.3% 50.0%
AE Aug Baseline 47.9% 62.6% 65.0%

HMAM 44.3% 68.2% 72.1%
Lematus 0-ch 43.1% 67.0% 71.1%

Lematus 20-ch 50.4% 65.9% 70.0%

C
ze

ch

Baseline 43.0% 31.2% 36.8%
AE Aug Baseline 43.2% 66.9% 66.6%

HMAM 41.0% 61.9% 64.7%
Lematus 0-ch 39.5% 61.6% 64.4%

Lematus 20-ch 42.6% 68.4% 69.7%

E
st

on
ia

n Baseline 62.9% 24.1% 37.1%
AE Aug Baseline 43.1% 40.3% 45.3%

HMAM 48.0% 44.9% 53.3%
Lematus 0-ch 51.3% 45.2% 53.5%

Lematus 20-ch 48.6% 49.7% 56.3%

Fi
nn

is
h

Baseline 49.4% 21.3% 30.3%
AE Aug Baseline 42.5% 44.9% 47.6%

HMAM 44.0% 58.4% 62.5%
Lematus 0-ch 45.9% 60.8% 64.7%

Lematus 20-ch 52.5% 61.9% 65.5%

L
at

vi
an

Baseline 45.6% 25.6% 35.9%
AE Aug Baseline 39.6% 53.4% 55.3%

HMAM 45.2% 52.3% 57.6%
Lematus 0-ch 43.8% 54.5% 59.1%

Lematus 20-ch 44.7% 57.6% 61.1%

Po
lis

h

Baseline 50.4% 26.6% 39.2%
AE Aug Baseline 38.8% 64.1% 66.2%

HMAM 41.6% 62.3% 68.4%
Lematus 0-ch 43.3% 65.2% 70.7%

Lematus 20-ch 40.3% 69.7% 73.4%

R
om

an
ia

n Baseline 44.3% 34.9% 47.9%
AE Aug Baseline 41.3% 54.9% 58.4%

HMAM 50.2% 58.4% 65.6%
Lematus 0-ch 51.4% 60.8% 67.2%

Lematus 20-ch 47.9% 62.6% 67.7%

R
us

si
an

Baseline 48.5% 34.7% 44.4%
AE Aug Baseline 42.1% 65.5% 66.5%

HMAM 46.4% 65.5% 69.7%
Lematus 0-ch 40.5% 64.4% 68.5%

Lematus 20-ch 42.7% 71.1% 73.8%

Sw
ed

is
h Baseline 80.6% 42.8% 58.0%

AE Aug Baseline 58.7% 67.3% 71.4%
HMAM 51.9% 72.6% 77.7%

Lematus 0-ch 49.1% 71.4% 76.2%
Lematus 20-ch 49.5% 72.3% 77.4%

T u
rk

is
h

Baseline 61.8% 26.6% 37.9%
AE Aug Baseline 62.8% 68.5% 71.2%

HMAM 54.2% 63.6% 65.7%
Lematus 0-ch 53.6% 63.9% 65.5%

Lematus 20-ch 67.1% 74.6% 77.2%

Table 7: Individual type level lemmatization ac-
curacy for all 10 languages on development set,
trained on 1k UDT types plus 5k UM types with
contexts from Wikipedia. The numerically highest
scores for each language are bold. For the summary
of results see Table 3.

Type accuracy: Ambig. Unseen All

B
ul

ga
ri

an

Baseline 66.2 39.7 51.2
AE Aug Baseline 48.1 62.8 65.4

HMAM 42.7 70.6 74.2
Lematus 0-ch 44.8 67.4 71.4

Lematus 20-ch 50.6 68.4 72.5

C
ze

ch

Baseline 43.2 31.5 38.2
AE Aug Baseline 44.9 68.0 68.1

HMAM 41.1 61.7 64.7
Lematus 0-ch 38.1 61.9 64.6

Lematus 20-ch 42.7 68.7 70.1

E
st

on
ia

n Baseline 62.0 24.3 37.8
AE Aug Baseline 45.8 41.0 45.8

HMAM 48.9 45.4 53.7
Lematus 0-ch 46.6 45.7 53.8

Lematus 20-ch 44.9 51.3 57.5

Fi
nn

is
h

Baseline 49.3 21.9 32.7
AE Aug Baseline 41.6 46.0 48.5

HMAM 45.0 59.2 62.7
Lematus 0-ch 43.2 62.8 66.2

Lematus 20-ch 49.4 63.8 67.0
L

at
vi

an

Baseline 46.7 25.8 36.9
AE Aug Baseline 41.6 52.0 54.6

HMAM 44.6 53.8 59.0
Lematus 0-ch 42.6 55.3 59.7

Lematus 20-ch 47.7 60.6 64.0

Po
lis

h

Baseline 48.7 27.0 42.1
AE Aug Baseline 36.8 64.3 65.4

HMAM 44.0 60.9 66.4
Lematus 0-ch 46.2 67.2 72.4

Lematus 20-ch 42.0 71.2 75.1

R
om

an
ia

n Baseline 43.7 35.5 49.6
AE Aug Baseline 41.0 54.3 57.2

HMAM 45.6 56.8 63.7
Lematus 0-ch 50.3 61.7 67.8

Lematus 20-ch 49.5 63.4 68.7

R
us

si
an

Baseline 50.2 35.4 47.1
AE Aug Baseline 46.8 65.6 67.0

HMAM 39.1 64.6 68.2
Lematus 0-ch 38.7 64.6 67.3

Lematus 20-ch 47.3 71.2 74.7

Sw
ed

is
h Baseline 77.3 43.0 59.9

AE Aug Baseline 58.8 66.9 71.7
HMAM 47.3 73.0 77.7

Lematus 0-ch 55.5 74.1 78.6
Lematus 20-ch 55.6 75.1 79.1

Tu
rk

is
h

Baseline 62.4 27.1 39.5
AE Aug Baseline 57.9 67.7 70.3

HMAM 55.9 62.4 64.8
Lematus 0-ch 49.1 60.7 62.5

Lematus 20-ch 65.8 73.6 76.8

Table 8: Individual type level lemmatization ac-
curacy for all 10 languages on development set,
trained on 1k UDT types plus 10k UM types with
contexts from Wikipedia. The numerically highest
scores for each language are bold. For the summary
of results see Table 3.



Type level accuracy: Token level accuracy:
Training data Ambig. Unseen All Ambig. Unseen All

Bulgarian 10k UDT tok. 62.3 75.7 80.1 72.3 75.7 89.5
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 62.2 78.7 83.6 73.3 78.1 91.0

Czech 10k UDT tok. 49.7 76.4 77.8 80.7 77.7 88.3
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 52.4 78.3 80.4 80.0 80.0 89.6

Estonian 10k UDT tok. 65.3 54.0 64.5 80.1 54.3 76.8
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 65.9 63.4 72.6 81.5 64.2 82.4

Finnish 10k UDT tok. 60.7 60.1 66.5 73.8 62.4 78.2
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 57.8 63.7 69.4 70.3 66.0 79.8

Latvian 10k UDT tok. 57.5 70.9 75.6 69.2 70.5 82.6
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 58.9 73.6 77.8 70.2 73.8 84.4

Polish 10k UDT tok. 59.8 78.7 83.6 76.5 78.8 89.5
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 57.4 81.2 86.1 71.3 81.4 90.9

Romanian 10k UDT tok. 51.7 61.1 66.6 54.1 60.6 79.1
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 57.1 68.2 74.2 60.7 68.2 83.9

Russian 10k UDT tok. 64.4 80.5 83.5 65.9 80.8 88.5
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 61.1 82.6 85.9 59.9 82.7 89.8

Swedish 10k UDT tok. 63.2 74.9 80.9 78.5 73.6 89.6
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 65.1 78.4 83.7 79.0 75.9 90.4

Turkish 10k UDT tok. 64.2 82.1 87.1 73.1 81.8 91.2
10k UDT tok. + 10k UM types 69.9 82.9 87.3 76.9 82.7 91.5

Table 9: Individual type and token level lemmatization accuracy for all 10 languages on development set for
Lematus 20-ch models trained on 10k UDT tokens and 10k UDT tokens plus 10k UM types with contexts from
Wikipedia. The numerically highest scores for each language are bold. For the summary of results see Table 4.
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Lematus 0-ch Lematus 20-ch
types tokens types

Bulgarian 45.7 59.3 15.2

Czech 51.0 76.6 17.8

Estonian 24.7 37.4 10.0

Finnish 1,232.6 743.5 240.0

Latvian 69.8 44.8 12.4

Polish 120.6 140.5 36.9

Romanian 47.0 64.4 16.1

Russian 317.6 435.8 116.6

Swedish 65.3 148.7 36.0

Turkish 164.2 90.4 25.2

AVG 213.5 181.4 52.6

Median 67.6 83.5 21.5

Table 5.1: Number of augmented training instances in thousands using all UM types

(Lematus 0-ch) and all UM types with with at least one but not more than five Wikipedia

sentence contexts (Lematus 20-ch). For Lematus 0-ch then number of tokens equals

the number of types.

5.2 Comments on the Paper

In experiments on the effect of the number of sentence contexts per type, j, we

experimented with the five development languages and tried j ∈ {1,2,3,5} for 5k UM

types. We found the improvements due to larger number of sentence contexts per

type (e.g., j = 5 vs j = 1) not to be statistically significant (e.g., ∆ = 2.0%, p = 0.06

on ambiguous, ∆ = 1.34%, p = 0.16 on unseen, ∆ = 1.8%, p = 0.06 on all types).

Increasing the number of unique types (e.g., 1k UM types vs 5k UM types), however,

showed stronger results (e.g., ∆ = 0.00% on ambiguous, ∆ = 6.53%, p < 0.001 on

unseen, ∆ = 6.44%, p < 0.001 on all types), thus for data augmentation we chose not

to experiment with the number of sentence contexts per type and focus on increasing

the number of unique types instead.

Augmenting 1k UDT types of all ten languages with an increasing number of UM

types (e.g., 1k, 5k, 10k) showed positive, albeit diminishing accuracy gains. For exam-

ple, augmenting 1k UDT types with 5k UM types on average increased lemmatization
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accuracy on all types by 11.5%, while adding another 5k UM types (i.e., 1k UDT types

+ 10k UM types) gave only another 1.4%. For some languages such as Latvian, for

example, adding another 5k UM unique types (i.e., 1k UDT types + 15k UM types)

is not possible as out of about 70k unique inflection-lemma pairs in UM inflection

tables only about 12k of them occur in Wikipedia. Hence, we now consider augmenting

Lematus 20-ch 1k UDT types with UM types and their Wikipedia sentence contexts

without controlling for 1) the number of augmented training types, 2) the number

of sentence contexts j as long as j ≤ 5. There are, however, many more UM types

available for argumentation than just those that occur in Wikipedia. Therefore we use

all unambiguous UM types without sentence context to augment 1k UDT types for

training Lematus 0-ch.

Table 5.1 gives the number of additional training instances in thousands for both

scenarios. Data statistics show considerable variation among languages with more than

a million type difference between Lematus 0-ch Estonian and Finnish training set sizes.

As not all UM types occur in Wikipedia Lematus 20-ch augmented data contains only

a subset of all possible UM types. Allowing more than one but less than five context

examples per type results in 3.5 tokens (out of maximum 5) per type.

Table 5.2 summarizes results of these experiments. Lematus 0-ch when trained

on 1k UDT types + all UM types yields a statistically significant improvement over

the Lematus 0-ch trained on 1k UDT types + 10 UM types ( ∆ = 3.6%, p < 0.001

on all). The improvement, however, is due to the added training data and not an

improved generalization to unseen words as models trained in both settings show

similar performance on unseen words (∆ = 1.2%, p = 0.151 on unseen). Lematus

20-ch performance when trained on 1k UDT types + all UM types with no more than 5

Wikipedia sentence contexts is on par with Lematus 20-ch trained on 1k UDT types +

10 UM types suggesting that adding more types that occur in Wikipedia is unlikely to

yield any significant further improvements.

5.2.1 Limitations of our Approach

In experiments with training Lematus on UM types in their Wikipedia sentence

contexts and comparing them to models trained on equivalent amounts of UDT data,

we found that UM types yield lemmatization accuracy up to 15% lower than the same

amount of UDT types. Similarly, in the previous section, we found that the overall

accuracy plateau around 70% as adding new types do not provide further improvement.
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Dev

UDT + UM Ambig. Unseen∗ All

Lematus 0-ch 1K 10K 46.4 60.8 66.4

Lematus 20-ch 1K 10K 49.5 64.6 70.6

Lematus 0-ch 1K all 45.1 62.0 70.0

Lematus 20-ch 1K all 50.1 64.7 70.8

Table 5.2: Average type level development set lemmatization exact match accuracy on

10 languages. Unseen∗ = accuracy on types that are unseen with respect to all UM

unambiguous types (i.e., results on unseen types are not comparable with other result

tables).

In what follows, we consider the limitations of the proposed approach.

Additional POS As discussed in Section 2.1 of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2019)

one reason for the observed performance gap between the models trained on UM

and UDT data is that UM tables only include verbs, nouns, and adjectives, whereas

we test on UDT data, which includes all POS. In Latvian UDT development set, for

example, we counted 14 POS, which amount to 481 paradigm slots, of which 245

are of POS that are absent from UM (see Table 5.3). Without representative training

examples for these paradigm slots, the prospects of achieving lemmatization accuracy

that would be satisfactory for downstream applications are dubious. Indeed, many of the

unrepresented words occur frequently and exhibit inflectional morphology as complex

as the open class words. While the words that do not inflect, in the absence of training

examples, are mistaken for inflections of spurious lemmas.

Domain Biases of Monolingual Text Figure 5.1 shows that the three POS present in

UM inflection tables, nouns, verbs, and adjectives, amount to about 80% of the types of

Latvian UDT development set. Our best results when training on Latvian UM types,

however, do not reflect this as training on 1k UDT + 10k UM Latvian types yield an

accuracy of 64%—almost 12% worse than when training on 10k UDT tokens (see

Tables 6 and 9 of Appendix C of Bergmanis and Goldwater (2019)).

We analyzed 1k UM types of Latvian data by mapping UM morphological tags onto

UDT tags to compare paradigm slot distributions among datasets. Our analysis revealed
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# of paradigm slots # of paradigm slots

ADJ∗ 51 PART 1

ADP 1 PRON 104

ADV 8 PROPN 27

CCONJ 1 SCONJ 1

DET 79 SYM 2

INTJ 1 VERB∗ 143

NOUN∗ 42 X 1

NUM 19

Table 5.3: POS found in development sets of Latvian UDT and the respective number of

paradigm slots of each POS. ∗ – POS found in UM tables.

Figure 5.1: Proportions of POS among types of Latvian UDT development set.

that the 1k UM types cover only a fraction of the possible paradigm slots leaving about

72% of the unseen types of development set with no representative of their paradigm

slot in 1k types of UM. This figure was only 17% for the 1k types of UDT. While

one reason for these differences could be the selection bias due to the requirement for

unambiguity, we believe that the main reason behind the disparity in results could be

the domain divergence between Wikipedia articles and the texts used in UDT datasets.
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Figure 5.2: Number of available Latvian training examples when different constraints are

applied.

Namely, most UDT datasets are compiled of multiple sources to form a balanced and

representative sample of a given language, while Wikipedia is an encyclopedia and

contains technical/descriptive articles. As balanced corpora are not always available,

especially for small and under-resourced languages, Common Crawl2 (CC) project is an

alternative source for obtaining diverse sentence context information. CC texts, however,

are noisy and pose additional challenges such as spelling variation and code-switching

which, when unaddressed, could further hinder lemmatization learning.

Requirements of Monolingual Text Figure 5.2 shows the relationship between the

number of Latvian tokens in monolingual data and the number of training examples

that meet various criteria. The graph illustrates that only a fraction of types found in

monolingual data are unambiguous and present in UM. As a result, as much as 2.5

million tokens large monolingual text might be required to obtain 10k large training set

of unambiguous UM types, which might be constraining for low-resource languages.

Lemmatization Standards UM datasets originate from Wiktionary—a multilingual,

web-based project that aims to create a free content dictionary of terms in many lan-

guages3. Each languages’ Wiktionary page is maintained and updated by a community

of volunteers, thus having no central coordination across communities of different

2http://commoncrawl.org
3https://en.wiktionary.org
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NO Lang. Surface form UDT lemma UM lemma Translation

1 Bulgarian най-слабо слабо слаб weak

2 Czech nestátních státní nestátní non-governmental

3 Estonian hōbemedali hōbe medali hōbemedal silver medal

4 Finnish korkeampiin korkea korkeampi high/higher

5 Latvian sliktāks slikts sliktāks worse

6 Polish najszybszy szybki najszybszy fast/fastest

7 Romanian pradă prăda pradă prey

8 Russian наёмниками наемник наёмник mercenary

9 Turkish duruyorsun dur durmak stop

Table 5.4: Examples of divergent lemmatization standards between the UDT and UM.

languages. As a result organization of Wiktionary pages of individual languages can

vary from language to language. Authors of UM project, however, have disregarded this

aspect of Wiktionary and relayed on all Wiktionary pages having the same structure.

As a result, for many languages UM lemmas of adjectives, for example, are wrong

due to issues related scraping Wiktionary web pages and not a linguistic disagreement.

Examples 4, 5, and 6 of Table 5.4 illustrate such discrepancies in lemmatization of

comparative forms of adjectives. Other discrepancies arise from arbitrary decisions

made by maintainers of one or the other resource. An example is Estonian UDT, where

lemmas of compounds are split in separate words (Example 3 of Table 5.4). While

Turkish example show divergence of lemmas similar to that between stop (dur) and to

sotp (durmak). Examples 7 and 8 illustrate minor differences in spelling of some words

in each of the two resources.

5.2.2 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a data augmentation method that combines inflection

tables (from UniMorph) and monolingual text (from Wikipedia) to create contextualized

type based training data for lemmatization learning. In experiments on ten languages,

we showed that despite the shortcomings of augmented data (e.g., the limited selection

of POS available in UniMorph, biases due to the domain of monolingual text, differ-

ent lemmatization standards between training and test data) our data augmentation

method improves lemmatization accuracy by about 13% absolute on average. We
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compared models that learn from context to models that do not and further showed that

approximately 30% of the accuracy improvement gained from augmented data is due

to successful learning from context. This result is remarkable. In the previous chapter,

we demonstrated the usefulness of context when learning from datasets containing

ambiguous forms that encourage the model to learn from sentence context. Datasets

in this chapter, however, were constructed in a way that no ambiguous forms were in-

cluded. We believe that models, when trained on unambiguous types, rely on context to

disambiguate wordforms with ambiguous affixes (e.g., English -er as in clever, smarter

and walker). Therefore, in principle, unambiguous training data could suffice to train

lemmatizers that correctly disambiguate ambiguous forms without encountering them

in training.

While none of the languages used in the experiments of this chapter were low-

resource, our results and findings are applicable for the development of lemmatization

systems for languages with limited amounts or no resources. The proposed data

augmentation method is not limited to the hundred eleven UniMorph languages as any

collection of inflection-lemma pairs and a sufficient quantity of monolingual text can be

used instead.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In Chapter 3 we proposed a probabilistic unsupervised log-linear model that learns

to identify morphologically related words, their affixes, and spelling transformations

that relate them. We used these to induce morpheme-level analyses that abstract over

the spelling variations of the underlying morphs. By doing so, we demonstrated that

although the shallow segmentation in morphs can help, the many surface realizations of

morphs make it suboptimal for combating data sparsity and that the best way to alleviate

sparse data problem is to recognize the shared linguistic function of morphs.

In Chapter 4 we proposed a context-sensitive neural lemmatizer that learns from

character level representations of lemma-annotated words in their n-character sentence

contexts. We used this model to show empirically that lemmatization in sentence context

provides extra syntactic information, which significantly improves results on unseen

and ambiguous words. We also tested if the use of pre-extracted edit-trees, pre-trained

word embeddings, hand-selected features, and sentence level morphological annotations

as required by the previous work is justified. Our experiments on 20 languages showed

that, without using any of these, our context-sensitive model outperforms the best

competitor system in the full-data setting, and performs on par in the lower-resource

setting. Our experiments also showed that our model without context outperforms all

previous context-sensitive models on lemmatizing unseen words. We interpreted these

results as evidence that even without explicitly training on or predicting morphological

tags, our model implicitly learns similar information from the raw character context and

the wordform itself.

In Chapter 5 we proposed a way to train a context-sensitive lemmatizer, such as

the one proposed in Chapter 4, using unambiguous forms from inflection tables and

monolingual text. We showed that in a low-resource setting lemmatizers learn more
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from n labeled examples of distinct words than from n contiguous labeled words in

sentence. We used these results to train context-sensitive lemmatizers using little labeled

corpus data, by automatically assembling type-based contextualized training data. We

showed that despite using only unambiguous forms, our model successfully learns to

extract additional information from sentence context, leading to improved results overall

and on unseen words.

Contribution to Learning in Low-Resource Scenarios

Contributions to learning in low-resource scenarios can take different forms. One is

to develop methods that achieve better results while learning from the same amounts

of data. In Chapters 3 and 4 we have done that by improving over the previous work

with respect to measures focusing on compactness and/or accuracy of the learned

morphological representations. Another form is to develop solutions that require a

more straightforward form of data. In Chapter 4 we have taken it to the extreme by

stripping training data format to the bare minimum—character level representations

of lemma-annotated words in their n-character sentence contexts. Regardless of the

use of additional sources of information, previous work on lemmatization could not

keep up with our results, while work that followed struggled to surpass them. Another

way to contribute to learning in low-resource scenarios is to create systems that learn

from data that is readily available. In Chapter 5 we have done it by removing the

requirement for training data to contain full lemma-annotated sentences, which enabled

contextualized type-based learning. We then took advantage of this more permissive

data format to learn efficiently from inflection tables and monolingual text reducing the

need for hand-labeled data.

Finally, the type of problems considered in this work have been shown to alleviate

the sparse data problem—the central challenge for data-driven systems in low-resource

scenarios. Development of language technologies for such scenarios have become a

more and more active field of research as the Internet and its related technologies reach

more new peoples and their languages than ever before. The methods and ideas in

the thesis will contribute to more efficient use of the available data in low-resource

scenarios, thus improving the language technology where it has struggled before. Time

alone will tell if advances in technology make for better future communities, yet we

hope that the benefits resulting from this work will be not only financial but also cultural

and social.
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Future Work

The primary aim of this thesis has been to answer the question of how to learn

morphological representations of words so that they reduce the sparse data problem in

low resource scenarios. Thus we start by recommending two directions of future work

that are most relevant to this research question.

First, the idea of making predictions based on a limited context window and not the

whole sentence as proposed in Chapter 4, can be further applied to other tasks of mor-

phology learning. The University of Edinburgh submission for SIGMORPHON 2019

Shared Task on morphological analysis in context (McCarthy et al., 2019), for example,

showcased a system that can be viewed as an adaptation of Lematus for morphological

tagging. Submission showed a competitive performance overall and especially among

systems that do not utilize external resources such as pre-trined contextualized word

embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018). These results once more validate our findings that it

suffices to use a limited sentence context to infer morphological properties of the focus

word successfully. Future work could build on ideas described in Chapter 5 to consider

the morphological tagging in a type based learning scenario, where the morphological

tags would be predicted for the focus word, given a limited sentence context. While

such a work would face additional challenges such as handling of syncretic forms, it

could further the learning of higher-level morphological representations of words in

low-resource scenarios.

Second, in Chapter 5, we compared our lemmatization model using a soft attention

mechanism against a model using hard monotonic attention mechanism (Makarov and

Clematide, 2018b). Model by Makarov and Clematide (2018b) showed better results at

lower resource scenarios, yet was unable to learn from sentence context. Thus, future

work could merge the two approaches into a model, that would use the soft attention

mechanism to attend the sentence context of a word and the hard monotonic attention

mechanism to take care of the orthographic material of the word itself. Better models

for morphology learning would benefit all languages. However, efficient learning is

particularly important where data are scarce. Thus such models would be of great

importance for morphology learning in low-resource scenarios.
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